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ABSTRACT 
Active Flow Control (AFC) using synthetic jets (SJ's) is numerically simulated for several simple 
aerodynamic shapes at high Reynolds numbers using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFO) com-
puter program, CFL3D. AFC is the manipulation of a flow field around a given body in a fluid. AFC 
is used to improve the resulting flow characteristics bodies produce in regimes of flow separation which 
result from large pressure gradients. In the AFC device (SJ's) used in this study fluid is periodically 
displaced from a cavity with an orifice. A SJ can be thought of as a piston in a fixed volume with an 
orifice at one end of the volume. As the piston oscillates up and down in the volume, fluid is exasperated 
through the orifice and then drawn into the orifice. In one cycle, there is a net mass displacement of 
zero. A SJ therefore relies on the entrainment of the local ambient fluid mass external to the device. 
Therefore, with the use of SJ's a significant decrease in complexity and weight is possible as compared to 
other more traditional AFC devices involving mass transfer. The objective of this study is to illustrate 
how AFC in the form of SJ's can be utilized to enhance the aerodynamic performance of simple aero-
dynamic shapes such as a circular cylinder, airfoil, and three-dimensional wing in flow conditions which 
result in boundary layer separation. A flat plate with zero pressure gradient is also analyzed in order to 
determine the effect of SJ's in the absence of boundary layer separation. In order to provide a funda-
mental understanding of the enhanced aerodynamic performance an additional investigation of classical 
boundary layer parameters is performed. Computational results are then presented for the bodies of 
interest with no AFC and validated with experimental results where available. Secondly, results for 
the numerical investigations with AFC are presented. The results of this study demonstrate that SJ's 
enhance the aerodynamic characteristics of the configurations and provide more favorable conditions 
in those regimes of the flow that are normally highly separated. The present study also revealed that 
a three-dimensional flow is quite similar in character to two-dimensional flows in the presence of SJ's. 
Overall, this study illustrates SJ's are effective in boundary layer control, and can be used to improve 
the aerodynamics of aerospace vehicles. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Boundary layer separation due to large adverse pressure gradients on common aerodynamic shapes 
such as cylinders, airfoils, and wings can lead to decreased aerodynamic performance. Aerodynamic 
performance is characterized by the lift and drag forces these bodies produce. The aerodynamic per-
formance can be improved by reducing or eliminating the boundary layer separation. The reduction 
of boundary layer separation may be achieved by altering the geometry of the aerodynamic body to 
decrease the adverse pressure gradients. A second approach to reducing boundary layer separation is 
to add energy into the existing flowfield in order for the boundary to overcome the adverse pressure 
gradients. This second approach constitutes active flow control (AFC). 
1.1 Background 
Aerodynamic flow control dates back to Ludwig Prandtl [1] in 1904 when he gave a presentation 
at the Third International Congress of Mathematicians. In his presentation, he gave several examples 
of how a boundary layer could be controlled. In the aerospace field, flow control has evolved from 
modifying an existing aerodynamic shape to enhance aerodynamic performance to using devices such 
as flaps and slats on a wing to improve the aerodynamic performance during low speed flight regimes, 
and presently the use of thrust vectoring in order to give fighter aircraft superior maneuverability. These 
give rise to two different flow control strategies as given by Gad-el-Hak [2], passive (modification of an 
aerodynamic shape) and active (the use of flaps and slats and thrust vectoring) as shown in Figure 1.1 
[2]. 
A passive approach could be for example the addition of winglets to a wing in order to control the 
wing tip vorticies generated by the pressure difference from a lifting wing. Also porous strips, and or 
grooves [3] applied to an aerodynamic surface in order to alter the boundary layer would be classified as 
a passive device. The key idea behind a passive device is it is a permanent alteration of an aerodynamic 
body, and it is meant for one flight condition. Active concepts include the use of flaps and or slats on 
a wing which alter the geometry of the wing during flight. Other AFC techniques include boundary 
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layer blowing and suction. Here energy is introduced into the flowfield through the use of blowing and 
or suction to provide a more favorable boundary layer in order to enhance the aerodynamics of a given 
body. Active devices can be implemented by two different approaches as shown in Figure 1.1. The 
predetermined technique involves using the active device without regards to a given state in the flow. 
For instance the activation of a trailing edge flap. Here the flap is simply deployed without sensing any 
information taken from the surrounding flowfield. The reactive approach utilizes a measured flowfield 
variable in order to determine when and how to activate a control device. The reactive control approach 
is further subdivided into feedforward and feedback techniques. Feedforward consists of measuring a 
flow variable and then activating a control device. An example of this technique would be the sensing 
of pressure on a wing of an aircraft as it is landing and then based on the desired pressure, a flap 
would automatically deploy. The second reactive control technique consists of a feedback loop. Here 
the flowfield variable is measured and then a control device is continually activated in order to control 
this variable. For example consider a wing of an aircraft that could continually change shape in order 
to have the same pressure distribution at all times during any given flight condition. The feedback 
technique can be further subdivided as shown in Figure 1.1, but since it is the intent of this study to 
investigate a device which uses the predetermined methodology these techniques will not be investigated 
further. 
Figure 1. 1 Flow control hierarchy ( courtesy of Ref. [2]) 
Since a flow control device may be employed to reduce drag, increase lift, increase the mixing of mass, 
or reduce the noise induced by the flow there are three mechanisms that may have to be controlled [2]. 
3 
These are transition from laminar to turbulent flow, separation, and turbulence control. By controlling 
these mechanisms either one or a combination of the aerodynamic characteristics can be altered as 
shown in Figure 1.2. In this study it is desired to increase the energy in a turbulent flow in order to 
prevent or postpone the separation of a flow for a given aerodynamic body . 
. ,~.: . 
. . 
• 4 , •,'""I:._ .... , -::,,:. 
~ -· ~-"''',, -~·-· ,-.lft ,;+° l 1,~ , '!( ~, •,'"'•• _, 
Figure 1.2 Results of flow mechanisms (courtesy of Ref. (2]) 
This is done in order to increase the aerodynamic performance by decreasing the drag and or increasing 
the lift in regions where flow separation is dominant. The relation between lift, drag, and flow separation 
is shown in Figure 1.3. Figure 1.3 illustrates the complex interaction of transition (laminar-turbulent), 
separation, and reattachment, and it's impact on the fundamental aerodynamic characteristics, lift and 
drag. As shown in Figure 1.3 the separation of a flow from an aerodynamic surface impacts lift and drag 
significantly. It is directly related to a loss in lift and an increase in the form (pressure) drag as shown in 
the figure. Since the form drag of a body experiencing separation can be an order of magnitude higher 
as compared to skin friction drag (say for a blunt body such as a circular cylinder) this would make 
the profile drag component the most significant constituent in the total drag. Moreover, to be able to 
reduce or postpone separation would significantly improve the fundamental aerodynamic parameters 
lift and drag resulting in enhanced aerodynamic performance. 
Therefore the main objective of this study is to delay or avoid flow separation of fully turbulent 
flows. This is achieved by introducing a device onto the aerodynamic surface of interest which generates 
an oscillatory velocity near the point of separation. The oscillatory velocity effectively increases the 
energy in the flow thereby helping to postpone and or eliminate flow separation, thus enhancing the 
aerodynamic performance of the aerodynamic body. 
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The mechanism by which this is achieved is a 'synthetic jet' (SJ) also known as a 'net-zero-mass' jet. 
The operation of a SJ can be thought of as a piston in a fixed volume with an orifice at one end of the 
volume. As the piston oscillates up and down in the volume, fluid is exasperated through the orifice 
and then drawn into the orifice. Moreover, the net mass displaced in one cycle is zero. Therefore there 
is no external source of mass used by the SJ as it relies on the entrainment of the local ambient fluid 
mass external to the piston-cavity arrangement. 
Figure 1.3 Relation of flow effects on lift and drag 
( courtesy of Ref. [2]) 
1.2 Current Research 
There has been a substantial amount of research on the development and application of SJ's for use 
as AFC. The idea of using a SJ gradually arose from using either steady blowing or steady suction in 
the boundary layer in order to augment lift and reduce drag. There has been a significant amount of 
research on steady blowing and suction by Dindar et. al. [4], Liu et. al. [5], Hassan et. al. [6], Kandi! 
et. al. [7], and Nitsche et. al. [8]. 
With the advent of piezoelectric materials SJ research has increased due to the integration of these 
materials into SJ actuators. Three examples of typical SJ actuators are shown in Figure 1.4 A-C, where 
A and B are taken from Munts [9] and C is from Bailo et. al. [3]. The devices in Figure 1.4 rely on a 
piezoelectric membrane or diaphragm (giving rise to 'synthetic' jet) that is excited with electric current. 
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When activated the diaphragms deflect back and forth rapidly changing the volume in the jet cavity, 
thus producing the inward and outward flow movement out of the orifice. Since the effectiveness of a SJ 
is limited by its velocity and frequency, research has been done by Chen et. al. [10] and Bailo et. al. [3] 
in order to determine the best components to use in producing a successful actuator. Figures 1.4 A and 
B illustrate two concepts of 'stand alone' actuators while Figure 1.4-C shows an integral actuator-wing 
concept. 
Active Diaphragms 
(A) 
(C) 
Aero4yumlc J 
Surface 
(B) 
Figure 1.4 Typical synthetic jet actuators ( courtesy of Ref. [3, 9]) 
There has been limited research in the application of SJ's in order to improve the aerodynamic 
characteristics of airfoils. Such research has been done by Hassan [11], Hassan et. al. [12, 13], Jacot et. 
al. [14], and Lin et. al. [15]. These researches have been numerical as well as experimental in nature. 
The studies have primarily shown the effect of SJ's on these bodies in the form of global aerodynamic 
coefficients such as C1 and Cd. With this past research focusing on two dimensional (2D) aerodynamic 
bodies, and global aerodynamic coefficients there is a need to investigate the application of SJ's to three 
dimensional (3D) bodies. Also, there is a need to investigate the nature of the fundamental boundary 
layer properties when SJ's are integrated into a separated flow to understand the mechanisms of the 
improved performance. Therefore, it is the intent of this study to numerically simulate the application of 
SJ's to simple aerodynamic shapes and to investigate the behavior of the boundary layer in the presence 
6 
of SJ's. From the knowledge gained in the simple, 2D aerodynamic shapes (flat plates, cylinders, and 
airfoils) a preliminary investigation is also attempted for a 3D wing. 
1.3 Proposed Approach 
In order to establish the effects of SJ's, this study first examines fundamental flows such as that 
over a flat plate and a circular cylinder. Then a 2D airfoil is investigated as it serves as a simple 
model for a 3D wing, and finally the 3D wing is analyzed. For all four geometries the approach was 
to first generate solutions without AFC, these are referred to as baseline solutions. The solution was 
generated by using CFL3D, (a Computational Fluid Dynamics computer program developed at the 
NASA Langley Research Center), which solves the thin layer, compressible, Reynolds averaged, Navier-
Stokes equations. Once the baseline solutions were generated the boundary layer was analyzed and 
established by classical boundary layer parameters given in Chapter 2. With the baseline solutions 
established, AFC was introduced into the baseline flow in the form of SJ's. Here the oscillatory nature 
of the SJ was represented as a sinusoidal velocity boundary condition applied to the aerodynamic 
surface of interest. The impact of the SJ performance parameters such as the location of the SJ on the 
aerodynamic surface, the SJ oscillatory velocity and frequency, and the orientation of the SJ velocity 
vector with respect to the surface on the flow was then determined. Lastly the fundamental boundary 
layer parameters were investigated with and without AFC to understand the impacts of AFC on a 
separated boundary layer. 
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CHAPTER 2 THEORY 
This chapter discusses the fundamental theory and algorithm of CFL3D [16] used in computing the 
fluid flow in this study. The governing equations of fluid flow are the Navier-Stokes equations. The 
first section, Section 2.1, gives the flowfield variables used in the computations, and explains how they 
are non-dimensionalized. Section 2.2 gives the Navier-Stokes equations in Cartesian coordinates. These 
are written for three dimensions without body forces and external heat addition. The equations are 
time dependent and written in strong conservation law form. Section 2.3 transforms the governing 
equations into generalized coordinates. The inviscid and viscous terms are split into two separate 
vectors. The thin layer approximation is then discussed at the end of the section. Section 2.4 discusses 
the Spalart Allmaras turbulence model (17] and why it was chosen as the turbulence model of choice. 
Sections 2.5 through 2.6 discusses the discretization and the computational algorithm used. Section 
2. 7 illustrates the SJ boundary condition derivation, and Section 2.8 discusses how the aerodynamic 
forces are computed from the given primitive variables. Lastly, Section 2.9 describes the fundamental 
boundary layer parameters used to characterize the boundary layer. 
2.1 Flow Field Variables 
The fundamental flow field variables are density p, velocity u, v, and iiJ (three cartesian compo-
nents), and total energy per unit volume e. Here - denotes dimensional values. The variables are 
non-dimensionalized by the freestream speed of sound ii00 and freestream density p00 as shown in the 
Equation set 2.1. 
p = .j.... 
Poo 
w = _w 
aoo 
(2.1) 
The static pressure p, speed of sound ii, and static temperature T are non-dimensionalized in a similar 
manner as shown in Equation set 2.2. 
(2.2) 
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The spatial coordinates for a cartesian coordinate system, x, y, and z, and the time, i, are also non-
dimensionalized given by Equation set 2.3. 
x=_j_ y=..iL. z=.J-
LR LR LR 
t=~ 
LR 
(2.3) 
where LR is an arbitrary reference length. The well known non-dimensional quantities Reynolds number 
and Mach number are given in Equations 2.4 and 2.5. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where l/00 is the freestream velocity vector, Lis the characteristic body length, and µ00 is the freestream 
absolute viscosity. 
2 .2 Governing Equations 
The governing equations for this study are based on the time-dependent compressible three dimen-
sional Navier-Stokes equations without body forces and external heat addition. These equations are 
derived from the continuity, momentum, and energy equation. The equation of state and Sutherland's 
Law complete the equation set. The Navier-Stokes equations can be written in strong conservation law 
form in Cartesian coordinates as 
aQ + a f + ajj + ah = 0 at ax ay az 
where the vectors Q, f, jj, and hare given as 
f= 
T 
Q=[p pu pv pw e] 
pu 
pu2 + p- Txx 
puv - Txy 
puw - Tzz 
(e + p)u - U'Txx - V'Txy - W'Txz + Qx 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
g= 
h= 
9 
pv 
puv - r:i: 11 
pv2 + p- T1111 
pvw -T11z 
(e + p)v - UTz11 - VT1111 - WT11z + qi/ 
pw 
puW-Tzz 
pvw - r11z 
pw2 + p- Tzz 
(e + p)w - UTzz - VT11z - WTzz + Qz 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
where Tij is the shear stress resulting from viscous effects and q is the heat transfer per unit volume by 
conduction through the control surface. The components of the shear stress are given as 
Tzz = ~µ ( 2ou _ OV _ OW) 
3 ax {)y {)z 
(2.11) 
T = ~ µ ( 2 OV _ OU _ OW) 1111 3 {)y ax {)z (2.12) 
Tzz = ~µ ( 2ow _OU_ OV) 
3 {)z ax 8y 
(2.13) 
(au av) Tz11 = µ {)y + OX = T11z (2.14) 
(
aw au) 
Tzz = µ OX + {)z = Tzz {2.15) 
T11z = µ ( :: + ~;) = Tz11 (2.16) 
The heat transfer q can be obtained using Fourier's law which is 
ij= -k'vT (2.17) 
where k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity. Lastly the static pressure can be computed from the 
definition of energy and the equation of state for a calorically perfect gas by Equation 2.18. 
p = ("Y - 1) [e - ~ (u2 + v2 + w 2 )] (2.18) 
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2.3 Governing Equations in Generalized Coordinates 
The equations discussed in Section 2.2 can be transformed from the physical domain into a compu-
tational domain by using the following general transformation. 
€ = € (x, y, z, t) 
T/ = T/(X,y,z,t) 
(=((x,y,z,t) 
(2.19) 
To transform the equations given in the physical plane to the computational plane the partial derivatives 
can be written using the chain rule which are given as 
a_,a a (a ta 
8x - ',,X 8{ + T/x 81/ + X 8{ + X 8t 
a_,a a (a ta 
ay - "'Y 8{ + T/y a,, + Ya, + Y at 
a_,a a (a ta 
8z - <,,z 8{ + T/z &,, + z a, + z 8t 
a_,a a (a ta 
at - <,,t 8{ + T/t a,, + t a, + t at 
(2.20) 
The terms €x, T/x, (x, €y, T/y, (y, €z, T/z, (z, €t, T/t, (t are known as the metrics. Therefore in order 
to perform this transformation the metrics need to be computed. This is done by first computing the 
derivatives of the generalized coordinates as follows. 
The derivatives of the generalized coordinates can be written as 
In matrix form this becomes 
d€ = €xdx + €11dy + €zdz + €tdt 
dT/ = T/xdx+T/11dY+T/zdz+T/tdt 
d( = (xdx + (11dy + (zdz + (tdt 
dt = txdx + tydy + tzdz + t1dt 
d€ €x €y €z €t dx 
dT/ T/x T/y T/z T/t dy 
= 
d( (x (y (z (t dz 
dt 0 0 0 1 dt 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
and noting that tx = ty = tz = 0 and lt = 1. Likewise the derivatives in the Cartesian coordinate 
system can be expressed as 
dx X{ x,, x, Xt d€ 
dy Y{ y,, Y< Yt dT/ (2.23) 
dz Z( z,, z, Zt d( 
dt 0 0 0 1 dt 
11 
Therefore one can conclude that 
ez e" ez et xe X11 X( 
11:r: 1111 11z 11t Ye Y11 Y< = (z (y (z (t ze zf/ Z( 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Moreover it can be shown [16] that the metrics are equal to 
ez = J (y,,z< - Y(Z11) 
e11 = J (X<;Z11 - X11zd 
ez = J (X11Y( - X(Y11) 
et = -xtez - Yte11 - Ztez 
11:r: = J (Y(Ze - Yezd 
1111 = J (xez< - x<ze) 
11z = J (X<Ye - XeY() 
11t = -Xt11:r: - Yt11y - Zt11z 
(z = J (yez,, - Y11Ze) 
(y = J (x11ze - xez11) 
(z = J (XeY11 - X11Ye) 
(t = -Xt(z - Yt(y - Zt(z 
where J is the Jacobian and is defined as 
ez e" ez 
J = a(e,11,(,t) = 11:r: 1111 11z 
8(x, y, z, t) (z (y (z 
0 0 0 
and the inverse of the Jacobian is 
xe x,, X( 
1 8(x, y, z, t) Ye Y11 Y<: - = = 
J a(e, 11, ,, t) 
ze zf/ Z( 
0 0 0 
-1 
Xt 
Yt 
(2.24) 
Zt 
1 
(2.25) 
et 
11t 
(2.26) 
(t 
1 
Xt 
Yt 
(2.27) 
Zt 
1 
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Now by applying Equation 2.20 and the definition of the metrics the equations in the physical 
domain can be transformed into the computational plane resulting in the following equations. 
where 
p 
pu 
Q=1=½ {YU 
pw 
e 
pU 
➔ f 1 
pUu + ezP 
F=-=- pUv + eyP J J 
pUw+ezP 
(e + p)U - etP 
pV 
➔ c 1 pVu + 1JzP G=-=- pVv + 1JyP J J 
pVw + 1/zP 
(e + p)V -1JtP 
pW 
➔ jj 1 
pWu + (zP 
H=-=- pWv+(yP J J 
pWw + (zP 
(e + p)W - (tP 
where U, V, and W are the contravariant velocities given by 
U = ez U + ey V + ez W + et 
V = 1/zU + 1/yV + 1/zW + 1/t 
W = (zU + (yV + (zW + (t 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
The viscous flux terms are given by 
:. F'v 1 
Fv = - = -
J J 
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0 
ezTzz + e11Tx11 + ezTxz 
exTz11 + e11T1111 + ezT11z 
exTzz + e11T11z + ezTzz 
0 
0 
(zTzz + (11Tx11 + (zTzz 
(zTz11 + (11T1111 + (zT11z 
(zTzz + (11T11z + (zTzz 
(xbx + (11b11 + (zbz 
The shear stress and heat flux terms are given by 
<ix• = _ [ Mooµ l oa2 
• ReLn Pr('y - 1) OXi 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
The equations are completed by Stoke's hypothesis for bulk viscosity p. + 2µ/3 = 0), and Sutherland's 
law for molecular viscosity given by 
Ti 
µ= C1T+C 
where C1 and C2 are constants for a given gas. 
(2.40) 
The thin-layer approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations used in this study results in a mixed 
set of hyperbolic and parabolic equations. In this approximation the derivatives of the viscous terms 
parallel to the body surface are neglected. Only those normal to the body surface are retained. For 
example if the direction normal to the body surface is the 1/ direction the derivatives of the vectors Fv 
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and Hv would be set to zero in the { and ( directions and retained in the T/ direction. The advantages 
of using the thin layer Navier-Stokes equations over the boundary layer equations is that reverse flow 
regions can be computed. This is because the pressure gradient normal to the body surface is not zero 
as is the case of the boundary layer equations. The thin layer approximation has been used successfully 
in the Navier-Stokes flow solver, CFL3D [18], implemented in this study. With respect to this study the 
compressible thin-layer approximation is applied to flows that are in the incompressible-compressible 
regime (0.2::; M00 ::; 0.3). A study by Milholen et. al. [19] shows the algorithm used in this study with 
the thin-layer approximation can accurately predict such flows. 
2.4 Turbulence Model: Spalart-Allmaras 
Since most of the flows in this study are assumed to be fully turbulent an adequate turbulence 
model must be employed so as to accurately represent the turbulent fluctuations in the flowfield. A 
large gamut of turbulence models have been developed. These models are classified by the number of 
partial differential equations used in representing some quantity or quantities of the flow. Some of the 
more successful models are the Baldwin-Lomax [20] (algebraic model), Baldwin-Barth [21] and Spallart-
Allmaras [17] ( one-equation models), and k - w [22] ( two-equation model). With each increase in model 
complexity the flow generally becomes more accurately represented, but at the cost of computation 
time. Therefore the challenge lies in choosing a turbulence model that best represents a given flow with 
the least amount of computation time. 
With this study being strictly an aerodynamic study, the model that is best suited for this application 
is the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model. Pope [23] and Wilcox [24] both suggest that the SA model is one of 
the best suited one-equation models for turbulent aerodynamic flows. There have been several studies 
[19], [25], [26], [27], and [28] with the intent on investigating the accuracy of the SA model as compared 
to experimental data for a variety of flight Mach numbers and conditions. 
In order to implement the SA model the Navier-Stokes equations are Reynolds and Favre averaged 
using the approach given by Wilcox [24]. 
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After applying the averaging technique the Navier-Stokes equations in turbulent form closely resemble 
those in laminar form except for the following two differences. 
(2.41) 
and 
(2.42) 
where /J,T is the turbulent eddy viscosity solved for indirectly by the SA model. It is also assumed that 
Pr = 0. 72 and PrT = 0.9. 
The SA is a one-equation turbulence model meaning that one partial differential equation is used to 
solve for one quantity in the flowfield. This model does not use any compressibility correction factors. 
This is generally accepted for subsonic through low supersonic aerodynamic flows [16]. The variable 
that is solved for in this particular model is v . This is related to the turbulent eddy viscosity by the 
equation 
where the variable f Vt is given by 
X3 v 
f vt = 3 + c3 , X = -X Vt V 
The partial differential equation is given as 
a;, + 'U a;, = cbt [1 - ft~] fW 8t 8z; • 
+ 11t:- { Cbt [(1 - ft2) fv2 + ft2] ;b - CwJw} (~) 2 
M.r.... S:i. v a2;, 
R. tr az;" 
+ 11f:-¼a~; [(v(l+Cb2 )v) t~] 
The variables in Equation 2.45 are defined as follows 
ft2 = Ctse-C•4X2 
X 
fv2 = 1- 1 + xi 
f g W3 [ 
-6 + c-6]-t 
w = l + c;: 
g = r + Cw2 (r6 - r) 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
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A I/ s = n + -,----,---(-D:;) ~2cF 
and the term d is the first grid node spacing at the wall. The constants are given as 
Cb1 = 0.1355 
Cw3 = 2.0 
(J' - £ - 3 
C.,1 = 7.1 
Cb2 = 0.622 
Ct3 = 1.2 
~ = 0.41 
2.5 Spatial Discretization of Governing Equations 
(2.50} 
(2.51} 
(2.52} 
The computational algorithm in this study uses a semi-discrete finite-volume formulation, which is 
given in Reference [16]. This leads to an approximation to the conservation equations. The conservation 
laws can expressed in integral form by Equation 2.53. 
!t ff fv QdV + f fs f. nds = o (2.53} 
The vector f denotes the net flux through a surface described as S having a unit normal vector of 
ii enclosing the volume V, which is time-invariant. When Equation 2.53 is integrated it gives the 
semi-discrete Equation 2.54. 
( 1) i,j,k + F - F'v - F - F'v (
A A) A A 
i+l/2,j,k ( ) i-1/2,j,k 
+ (6 - 6v) - (6 - 6v) 
i,j+l/2,k i,j-1/2,k 
(2.54} 
+ (ii - iiv) - (ii - iiv) = 0 
i,j,k+l/2 i,j,k-1/2 
Equation 2.54 is applied over a control volume bounded by lines of constant {, 1/, and (. Here the 
difference in these quantities are taken as one, or in equation form A{ = A11 = A( = 1. The value 
A A A A 
of Qi,j,k is taken as average value over a unit computational cell. The values of F, G, and ii are 
computed as cell face-average values. The convection and pressure terms have been computed using 
Roe's scheme [29], which is an upwind flux-difference splitting technique. Roe's scheme is generally the 
method of choice for flux-difference splitting techniques, (Tannehill et. al. [30]}, because it is generally 
more accurate for Navier-Stokes calculations as compared to other techniques such as the flux-vector 
technique proposed by van Leer [31]. The primitive variable interpolations for the Roe's scheme are 
done using MUSCL (Monotone Upstream-centered Scheme for Conservation Laws) technique, and the 
viscous terms fv, 6v, and iiv have been computed using central differencing. 
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For the spatial derivatives of the convection and pressure terms a flux balance across a computational 
cell, in the { direction for example, can be written as given in Equation 2.55. 
(2.55) 
The i index corresponds to a cell-center location and i ± 1/2 is at the cell interface location. The 
interface flux is computed from the flux-difference splitting method of Roe where ( ~ei') i is given as an 
exact solution to an approximate Riemann problem as shown in Equation 2.56 
= ½ [ff(i/L) + ff(ifR) - IAinvl (ifR - ifL)] 
i+l/2 
½ [ff(i/L) + ff(ifR) - IAinvl (ifR - ifL)]. 
,-1/2 
(2.56) 
Here q is the primitive variable vector given by Equation 2.57 
q = [puvwpf (2.57) 
and ifR and ifL are the left and right states of the cell interface. The Ainv matrix is taken to be the 
inverse of A which equals ~ for example in the { direction. The tilde denotes that the matrix is 
evaluated using Roe averaged variables. The left and right states are computed using the MUSCL 
technique. The expressions for (i/L)i+i/2 and (ifR)Hi/2 are given by Equation 2.58. 
(i/L)i+l/2 = Qi+¼ [(1 - K)A- + (1 + K)A+li 
(i!R)i+l/2 = Qi+l - ¼ [(1 - K)A+ + (1 + K)A-]i+l 
(2.58) 
Here K = 1/3 for second order accuracy in 2D and 3D flows. The gradients are given by Equation 2.59. 
2.6 Numerical Algorithm 
A+ = Qi+l - Qi 
,:L = iii - ili-1 
(2.59) 
The numerical algorithm (Reference [16]) used in this study is based on an implicit equation. This 
equation results from expressing Equation 2.28 as Equation 2.60. 
where 
~ oQ = R(Q) 
J at 
The equation is discretized with a backward difference resulting in 
(1 + ¢) (Qn+l _ Qn) _ <P (Qn _ Qn-1) _ 
--------------~--~ = R(Qn+l) 
JAt 
(2.60) 
(2.61) 
(2.62) 
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where <I> is set equal to 1/2 for second order temporal accuracy. When utilizing the flux difference 
splitting technique discussed in Section 2.5 a block-tridiagonal system of equations results for each 
coordinate sweep of Equation 2.60. In order to reduce computation time, the resulting system of 
equations is simplified by an approximate-factorization method. This method reduces the computation 
time by reducing the multidimensional problem into a sequence of one dimensional inversions, (Tannehill 
et. al.[30]). For time accurate calculations this reduces the accuracy of the solution. Therefore a sub-
iterative procedure is introduced into the computational algorithm to regain this accuracy. This is done 
by adding pseudo-time term, r. The term is added to the left hand side of Equation 2.62 and results 
in Equation 2.63. 
l aQ- (1 + <I>) (cJn+I _ cJn) _ </> (cJn _ cJn-1) _ 
-- + ---'------'----'------=- = R(Qn+l) 
Jar Jt1t 
(2.63) 
This equation can then be discretized, and iterated on the sub-iteration parameter mas shown in 
Equation 2.64 
( l+q,') ( Q"'+l _Q"' )-¢( Q"'-Q"'-l) 
JAT + 
(l+¢)(Q"'+1_Q")-¢(Q"-Q"-1) -
JAt - R(Qm+l) 
(2.64) 
Here¢' dictates the order of accuracy for the pseudo-time term. It is set to zero for first order accuracy. 
Moreover, as the number of sub-iterations m, approaches oo, (Jm+l approaches (Jn+l. Equation 2.64 
can then be linearized, approximately factored, and written in primitive variable form and solved with 
a series of sweeps in each coordinate direction. For non-time accurate or steady state solutions the time 
step is advanced locally in each cell and the 'local' time step is computed from an expression given in 
Reference [16]. The values of t1t and the CFL number are given in Appendix A through C for each 
calculation. 
2.7 Synthetic Jet Boundary Condition 
The synthetic jet is represented by an unsteady velocity vector that changes magnitude and sense 
in an oscillatory nature. Let the jet velocity vector be noted by V;(i). The unsteady velocity variation 
can be represented by a sin function. This is shown in Equation 2.65 
(2.65) 
Here the quantity Ji is the SJ frequency in Hertz, and i is the time. The unit vector ei describes the 
sense of the SJ as related to the surface. 
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In non-dimensional form the SJ velocity takes the form of a jet Mach number or M; as shown in 
Equation 2.66. 
M; = M;sin ( 2rrt L:~
1
) e; 
The quantity k; is the non-dimensional SJ frequency given by 
k
. _ i;c 
J - -aoo 
(2.66) 
(2.67) 
where c is the reference chord. By employing the sine function the velocity of the jet oscillates between 
blowing and suction on the surface where the boundary condition is imposed. 
In representing the SJ Mach number vector M;, or directly the SJ unit vector e;, a reference 
coordinate system must be formed first. This is due to the fact that e; is specified by two angles 01 and 
02 referenced from the local tangent plane at which the SJ boundary conditions are imposed as can be 
seen in Figure 2.1. For calculations the velocity components of the SJ need to be given in terms of the 
global coordinate system. 
Figure 2.1 Local coordinate system and SJ angles 01 and 02 
The unit vectors e1 , e2 , and e3 are directed along the local coordinate axes x', y', and z' respectively, 
shown in Figure 2.1 . The coordinates of the local tangent plane are computed by using the unit normal 
vector given in the global coordinate system en at the point on the surface for which the SJ B.C. are 
applied. In Figure 2.1 the local coordinate system coincides with the global coordinate system (x, y, 
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and z). This would be the case of a flat plate. For a geometry with curvature, for example a circular 
cylinder, the local axes would be rotated depending on the location of the SJ boundary condition. This 
is shown in Figure 2.2 for a circular cylinder. 
z' 
z 
t--------------+-----X 
Figure 2.2 Circular cylinder with local coordinate system 
The normal vector of the local coordinate system (th for Figure 2.2) is taken to be equal to the 
unit normal vector of the global coordinate system. In other words e3 = en, and the unit vector e1 is 
restricted to the x-z plane, therefore its y component is zero. For an orthogonal coordinate system e2 
is then perpendicular to both e1 and e3. Taking the cross product of e1 and e2 gives 
(2.68) 
Since e1 is restricted to the x-z plane e1, = 0. Using this fact and the definition of a unit vector, 
e.g. e = J ei + e~ + e~ = 1 Equation 2.68 can be solved for the components of e1. By equating the 
scalar components of Equation 2.68 the following equations are obtained. 
e1. 
1 
(2.69) = 
J1+~ es, 
e1, = 0 (2.70) 
e1. = ( e3,) -e1. -e3, (2.71) 
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Now since e1 is known along with e3 the unit vector e2 can be computed by taking the cross product of 
th and e3 • This equation must then be normalized so as to give a unit vector. The resulting equation is 
A e3 x e1 
e2 = le3 X e1I {2.72) 
With the calculation of the three unit vectors, e1, e2 , and e3 the local coordinate system has been 
defined. The SJ unit vector can now be transformed from the local coordinate system to the global 
coordinate system. This is done via a simple transformation. The components of the SJ vector e; in 
the local coordinate system are given by the following equations 
e;a, = cos((Ji) 
e;
11
, = sin(0i) cos(02) 
e;,, = sin(01) sin(02) 
{2.73) 
(2.74) 
(2.75) 
where the primes denote the local coordinate system. Now by means of a transformation matrix the 
components of the SJ vector can be given in the global coordinate system by Equation 2.76 [32]. 
l 
e;a l = I , .. e:z:2 e:z:s ll 
e;a, 
l e· ey2 eys ejl/1 {2.76) 3" eyl e;, e.2:1 ez2 e.:s e;,, 
2.8 Force and Moment Calculations 
The aerodynamic forces and moments are computed from the summation of pressure and viscous 
force contributions. It is from these quantities that the aerodynamic coefficients of lift, drag, and 
moment are computed. Let F, be the summation of all dimensional forces over a surface element 1 with 
an area of s1, or in equation form 
::. '"' ::.p ::. Fi=~Fj +Ft {2.77) 
I 
where p and v denote the pressure and viscous forces respectively. The forces are non-dimensionalized 
by the freestream dynamic pressure ij00 which is given by 
1 I=- 12 iioo = 2Poo Voo (2.78) 
and the reference area Brei. The dimensionless pressure component Ff is given by 
F.➔P _ p - Poo s1 ➔ _ 2P - ~ ~ ➔ l - - 2 - n- 2 - n 
l - IT! I Brei Moo Brei 2Poo l'oo 
(2.79) 
where ii is the unit normal to the surface element 1. The viscous force component Ft is given by 
i!,v_ 
I'j -
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(2.80) 
This force can now easily be transformed from a given axis to an axis which is parallel and perpendicular 
to the flow to give the desired aerodynamic coefficients of CL , Cv, and Cy. If the angle of attack a 
is measured with respect to a right hand coordinate system as is shown in Figure 2.3, Equations 2.81 
and 2.82 give the transformation for the lift and drag coefficients. 
CL = (Fi)zeos(a) - (Fi)zsin(a) 
Cv = (Fi)zsin(a) + (Fi)zcos(a) 
(2.81) 
(2.82) 
The moments as illustrated in Figure 2.3 can also be computed from the resulting forces. Figure 2.3 
also shows a surface element located at point a and an arbitrary point me about which moments can 
be computed. 
y 
• 
me (moment center) 
Figure 2.3 Moment definitions (courtesy of Ref. (16]) 
Therefore, the resulting equations for the moment are derived from the fundamental definition of mo-
ment, Mi = r x Fi, where r is the radius vector from point me to point a. These are given as Equations 
2.83 through 2.85. 
(Mi)z = [(Fi)zWa - iimc) - (F,)y(Za - Zmc)] /b 
(M1)11 = [-(Fi)z(Xa - Xmc) - (Fi)z(Za - Zmc)] Jc 
(.Mi)z = [(F,)y(Xa - Xmc) - (Fi)z(Ya - iimc)] /b 
(2.83) 
(2.84) 
(2.85) 
The moment coefficients about the x, y, and z axes are then given as: CM. = (.Mi)z, CMw = (M1) 11 , and 
CM.= (M1)z. 
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2.9 Boundary Layer Parameters 
There are six fundamental boundary layer parameters utilized in this study to characterize the 
effect of SJ's in comparison to the baseline flow. The boundary layer variables used to quantify the 
characteristics of the flows are the local skin friction coefficient C~, the point of separation along a 
surface (x/c) 8 (8, for a circular cylinder), non-dimensional boundary layer thickness cS, displacement 
thickness cS*, momentum thickness 8, and law of the wall variables u+ and y+. 
The local skin friction coefficient is given in Equation 2.86 and is a function of the shear stress at 
the wall Tw [33]. 
(2.86) 
The local shear stress at the wall is given as Tw = µw(8u/8n+8w/8t). Here u and ware the tangential 
and normal velocities to the surface, and n and t coincide with the normal and tangential directions 
respectively. In 2D flows Tw only includes the normal component (8u/8n), and in 3D flows where 
there is not a significant variation of cross-flow velocities r w can also be approximated by retaining the 
normal component only. In the 2D and 3D analysis conducted in this study Tw is assumed to take the 
form of Equation 2.87. This equation retains only the normal component, and all though there will be 
cross-flow velocities in the 3D analysis these velocities are not considered in this study. 
au 
~=~~ ~~ 
Here µw, is the non-dimensional absolute viscosity. In addition to defining C~, Tw also formally defines 
separation. The point of separation is defined as the point at which the wall shear stress first becomes 
zero, or in equation form 
Tw)n=O = 0 (2.88) 
In addition to r w and C~ the boundary layer thickness helps to characterize the boundary layer by 
giving the thickness variation. The boundary layer thickness is defined (34] as the distance normal to 
the surface that u = 0.99M00 • This definition is a for a 2D flat plate, but for this study the boundary 
layer thickness will be defined as the distance where 
J u2 + v2 + w2 = 0.99Moo (2.89) 
due to the nature of the 2D and 3D flows to be investigated. The boundary layer thickness itself can 
also be non-dimensionalized and is given in Equation 2.90 
(2.90) 
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Another important thickness is the displacement thickness. The displacement thickness is defined 
as (34] 
8* = /
00 (1- L~) dn Jo Poo Moo (2.91) 
The displacement thickness is the distance by which the external streamlines are shifted as compared 
to a potential flow due to the development of the boundary layer. The derivation of 8* arises from 
applying the continuity equation to a rectangular control volume that is bounded by a streamline at the 
top, a no slip surface at the bottom, and lines normal to flow far up and down stream (33]. Momentum 
thickness, another fundamental boundary layer parameter, is derived in a similar fashion except using 
the momentum equation in addition to the continuity equation [33, 34, 35]. The definition of momentum 
thickness is 
0= -- 1-- dn 1
00 
p U ( U ) 
O Poo Moo Moo 
(2.92) 
For both 0 and 8*, u is the velocity component tangent to the surface. 
Lastly, for turbulent flows the inner law of the wall variables u+ and y+ can give valuable insight 
into the velocity profiles in the boundary layer. u+ and y+ are defined by 
u+ = ii ii• (2.93) 
y+ = u ii• ii 
where ii* = Jfw/ Pw, and is known as the wall-friction velocity. The quantity ii is the kinematic 
viscosity and is defined as ii = µw/ Pw· They term in y+ is the normal distance off the surface and u 
in u+ is the velocity component tangent to the surface. Typical u+ vs. y+ profiles are shown in Figure 
2.4 as taken from White (33]. 
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As is evident from the figure the nature of the flow is easily characterized by the profile given. Figure 
2.4 illustrates as u+ increases for a given y+ the pressure gradient increases in intensity. Moreover this 
trend can then be used to identify where in the flow separation will likely occur. 
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Figure 2.4 Typical u+ vs. y+ variation for adverse pressure gra-
dients ( courtesy of Ref. [33]) 
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CHAPTER 3 PROCEDURES 
This chapter addresses the procedures and techniques used in this study. The chapter consists 
of five sections. Section 3.1 describes the computer code used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations 
given in Chapter 2. Section 3.2 discusses the geometries used in this study, and Section 3.3 explains 
how the computational grids where generated to accurately represent the flowfield domain. Section 
3.4 describes the boundary conditions imposed in the computational domain in order to reflect actual 
physical conditions of the flow. Lastly Section 3.5 discusses the investigation and exploration of the 
solutions computed for baseline and AFC flow fields. 
3.1 Computer Code: CFL3D 
The computer code used in this study is CFL3D [16], which was developed at the NASA Langley 
Research Center. This program is based on the theory and numerical algorithm given in Chapter 2. 
CFL3D is based on the time-dependent three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. These equations 
are Reynolds-averaged and cast in strong conservation law form. The program has the capability to 
solve the full set of Navier-Stokes equations but in this study the thin-layer approximation has been 
used. The SJ boundary condition described in Chapter 2, Section 2.8 has been implemented. 
The program has been applied to a variety of different flow regimes (Rumsey et. al. [36]) that range 
from low subsonic to hypersonic flows. The geometries have been as complex as complete aircraft and 
simple as flat plates. Some of the topics that are given in Rumsey et. al. [36] are a wing with a partial 
span flap, the F / A-18 forebody, and a ducted propeller. 
In this study CFL3D is applied to low subsonic Mach number high Reynolds number flows. Therefore 
the flow is assumed to be fully turbulent. There have been several studies which have successfully used 
CFL3D in this flow regime such as Milholen et. al. [19], Jones et. al. (37], and Nagib et. al. (38]. Nagib 
et. al. [38] have also validated CFL3D with SJ's in a 2D flow for an airfoil. This study has expanded 
the SJ boundary condition for 3D geometries. 
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3.2 Geometries 
This study investigates the baseline and AFC flows for four fundamental geometries in aerodynamics. 
The three 2D geometries are the well known flat plate, a circular cylinder (bluff body), and a 2D airfoil 
section. The fourth geometry is a 3D wing. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the four geometries used in this 
study. Figure 3.1-A shows the 2D flat plate of length L of 1 ft. Figure 3.1-B is a circular cylinder of 
diameter D of 1 ft. The leading edge of the cylinder, or stagnation point is the reference point for the 
angle 0 as shown in the figure. This angle is defined as positive in the clockwise sense. Both the flat 
plate and circular cylinder are oriented with the x axis parallel to the flow, and the z axis perpendicular 
to the flow. Figure 3.1-C is a 2D airfoil with a trailing edge tab. This is the VR-7 airfoil, which has 
been developed by the Boeing Vertol Company and is used in rotorcraft applications such as the CH-47 
Chinook. The airfoil has a chord of 1 ft. with a trailing edge tab that is approximately 5% of the 
chord length and is deflected 3° upward. The tab is implemented in order to help reduce the pitching 
moment, Cm, 
Figure 3.2 shows the geometry for the 3D body, a generic wing for a Typical Qommercial Transport 
aircraft Wing, or TCTW. Figure 3.2-A shows an isometric view of the planform. The TCTW has a span 
(b/2) of 2.036 ft with a leading edge sweep of 34.6° and a dihedral angle of 10°. The trailing edge has 
a sweep of 17° from 19.3% of the span to the tip and a taper ratio ( ctf eo.193½) of 0.219. The TCTW is 
composed of supercritical airfoil sections which are shown for the root and tip sections in Figure 3.2-B 
and 3.2-C respectively. The root section has a chord of 1 ft with 3.14° of wash-in or positive twist and 
is shown in Figure 3.2-B. Figure 3.2-C shows the tip airfoil section which has a chord of 0.16 ft, and 
wash-out or negative twist of 3.11°, thus giving a total twist angle of 6.25°. 
3.3 Computational Grids 
In order to compute solutions around these bodies computational grids must be generated in order 
to give an adequate representation of the surface geometry and flowfield. Three different families of 
grids where used in this study. These were H, C, and O grids. Typical Hand C grid configurations are 
shown in Figure 3.3 A-B. Figure 3.3-A shows a typical H grid. Here the grid forms a cartesian map of 
orthogonal points. The flat plate utilizes a H grid. The flat plat is positioned so that the grid 
extends approximately L/2 upstream of the leading edge of the plate and 1.5L normal to the plate. 
The grid is algebraically generated with clustering of grid points in the normal direction to adequately 
capture the boundary layer. The grid is also clustered near the leading edge and in the vicinity of the 
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SJ. The first grid spacing off the surface was varied from on the order of 10-6 L to 10-s L in order to 
determine the sensitivity to this spacing. 
{A) 
l 
=' 
I 
{B) 
Figure 3.3 Typical Hand C grids 
Figure 3.3-B shows a typical C type grid orientation. Here the grid is fitted to the body as is shown 
in the figure. The VR-7 is shown here with orientation of the grid indicies shown. The grid starts at 
a point far downstream from the trailing edge of the airfoil as shown by the dashed 'wake' line. The 
grid 'wraps' around the surface of the airfoil and back to the point behind the trailing edge, thus giving 
the 'C' shape. This is noted as an increasing j index. The arrows normal to the surface (increasing k 
index) represent the grid points normal to the surface. The C grid is used to represent the VR-7 airfoil 
geometry. The C grid used for the VR-7 is hyperbolic in nature to ensure orthogonal grid lines normal 
to the surface. The grids have been generated by HYGR1D [39), a NASA Ames 2D hyperbolic C grid 
generation program. The grids for the VR-7 extend approximately 20 chord lengths downstream of the 
trailing edge. The grids are clustered normal to the surface with the first grid spacing in the order of 
10-sc and near the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil. 
The circular cylinder employs an O grid. In an O grid the grid in the j direction wraps around. It 
starts on the body at the trailing edge of the cylinder (B = 180°) and then around the body terminating 
at the same point it began. The cylinder employs an O grid that extends approximately 12 diameters 
from the surface to the outer flowfield boundary, and has a first grid point spacing off the surface 
of 10-5 D. The O grid is a hyperbolic grid generated by a NASA Ames O grid generation program, 
HYGR1DO [39). 
Lastly the TCTW grid is a combination of C and H grids. The C grid is used to represent the 
streamwise cross sections or airfoil sections of the computational domain. These are then distributed 
down the span and beyond the tip chord to form an H grid in the spanwise direction. The computational 
grid extends approximately 10 root chords downstream of the trailing edge, and 8.5CR past the wing 
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tip chord. The first grid point spacing off the surface is of the order of 10- 5cR. The computational grid 
for the TCTW was generated using the 3D hyperbolic grid generator OVERGRID [40, 41, 42] from the 
NASA Ames Research Center. 
3.4 Computational Boundary Conditions 
Since a computational grid is not an infinite domain, but one that is bounded, appropriate boundary 
conditions (B.C.) must be applied to the computational grid to simulate unbounded flow conditions 
over the body of interest. These B.C. are given in Reference [16]. Figure 3.4 shows the computational 
domain for the VR-7. The other three geometries have similar domains and thus similar B.C. 
(5) k0 
(l)J.J / 
(I) io 
Figure 3.4 Boundary conditions for the VR-7 airfoil 
The red dashed line represents the body surface, in this case the surface of the VR-7 airfoil. T here 
are six sides to the computational domain. Even though the VR-7 is a 2D object the computer program 
requires a 3D grid because the Navier-Stokes equations are solved from a control volume stand point. 
Therefore, all 2D bodies in this study utilize a 3D computational grid. The 2D grid is projected a 
distance of one chord in the direction normal to the body plane, therefore giving the 2D bodies a unit 
span of one. This is the y coordinate direction as shown in Figure 3.4. The i, j, and k correspond to 
grid indicies in the three coordinate directions as shown in the figure. Table 3.1 gives a brief description 
of each of the B.C. shown in Figure 3.4. Boundary condition No. 1 is the general symmetry condition 
and is applied on one side of the unit span. Here the boundary condition is that of a mirror image of 
the flow on the side adjacent to the i 0 boundary. 
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Table 3.1 Typical boundary conditions 
Number j Grid Index j Boundary Condition 
1 io General symmetry plane 
2 idim Extrapolation 
3 io Extrapolation 
4 idim Extrapolation 
5 ko Viscous Surface and Flow Through 
6 kdim Inflow/ Outflow 
Figure 3.5 shows this symmetry B.C. Here the B.C. consists of ghost cells immediately adjacent to 
the i0 plane. The density values are shown in the figure. The density values of P-1 and P-2 are the 
values at the so called ghost cells. 
• Cell center grid points 
0 Cell center ghost points 
JoT; 
1-J_ 
I ~ I 9 -1 
_l_ 
• 
• ~I 
• 
• ~2 
Figure 3.5 General symmetry plane boundary con-
dition (courtesy of Ref. [16]) 
These are imaginary cells that extend outside of the computational boundary for computation purposes. 
These are shown as dashed lines in the figure. For the general symmetry condition 
P-1 = Pl 
(3.1) 
P-2 = P2 
The pressure values are assigned in the same way as the density. The velocity components for the 
symmetry plane condition are such that they are opposite in sign to those at the cell center points on 
the grid. This can be expressed mathematically for an i constant face as 
U-1 = U1 - 2{,:[fi 
V-1 = Vt - 2lyif1 
W-1 = W1 - 2lz[Jl 
(3.2) 
where lx l y and lz are the unit normals to the given face, and 01 is the normalized contra variant 
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velocity for cell number one shown in Figure 3.5. For B.C.'s 2, 3, and 4 in Table 3.1 the extrapolation 
boundary condition is used. This is expressed as Equation 3.1. The same expression is used for the 
other four flow variables, i.e., velocity components, and pressure. 
Boundary condition 5 in Table 3.1 has two conditions. The flow through boundary condition is used 
in the wake region. This is were the grid contacts itself on the C grid. Here the primitive variable 
values are set equal to one another. The second condition at Number 5 is the viscous surface B.C. This 
B.C. is applied at the body surface to emulate a no slip adiabatic wall condition. The B.C. is enforced 
with zero velocities at the surface and no heat transfer from or to the surface. 
Lastly boundary 6 in the table utilizes the inflow/ outflow condition. This is applied at the far field of 
the boundary (kdim). This condition makes use of information outside and inside of the computational 
domain based on whether the condition is inflow or outflow. The velocities (for example on a surface 
of constant~. or on the grid index k = kdim) are given by 
Uface =Ure/+ fvtl(ii.Jace - Ure/) 
Vface = Vref + Ii~{! (VJace - Vref) 
Wface = Wref + l~(I (Wjace - Wref) 
(3.3) 
where ref = oo for inflow and for outflow ref represents the values inside the computational domain 
next to the boundary. The face subscript denotes the boundary face at kdim for a given i and j index. 
The sign of the normal velocity (UJace = Uface + ~t/ lv'W determines whether inflow (Uface < 0) or 
outflow (UJace > 0) is occurring. The normal velocity to the boundary face (ii.face) is computed from 
1 
Uface = 2(R+ + R-) 
where R+ and R- are the 1D Riemann invariants. These are given as 
2a 
R=u±--
'Y -1 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Here R+ is evaluated from conditions inside the computational domain and R- is computed from 
freestream conditions outside the domain and u is given by 
- - ~t 
u = u - lv'~I (3.6) 
where [J is the normalized contravariant velocity. The density and pressure are given by the expressions 
- [~]¢I 
PJace - 'YB/ace 
PJaceajace 
PJace = 'Y 
(3.7) 
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Here Sface is the entropy computed by p/p'Y. Entropy is determined from inside the domain for outflow 
and from outside the domain for inflow and the speed of sound is given by 
(3.8) 
The baseline B.C. 's for the other geometries are the same as for the VR-7 with the exception of the 
TCTW. Here the computational domain past the wing tip is enforced with the flow through boundary 
where the C grid collapses on itself because there is no surface geometry past this point, similar to the 
wake region shown in Figure 3.4. Lastly for cases with SJ's another B.C. was added to these given in 
Table 3.1, the SJ oscillatory surface velocity condition as described in Chapter 2. Here this B.C. was 
imposed where the representation of a SJ actuator was desired at the k0 boundary in Figure 3.4. 
3.5 Analysis 
The analysis of the flows in Chapter 4 has been approached in a systematic way. First baseline 
solutions were generated for all the geometries. In order to determine when a converged solution was 
reached the values of the residual, lift coefficient, and drag coefficient were monitored. All baseline 
solutions were generated using the steady Navier-Stokes equations. For the bluff body cylinder and for 
high angles of attack for the VR-7 and TCTW time accurate solutions were generated and compared 
to the steady solution to ensure the flow was being accurately represented with the steady solution. 
Figure 3.6 A-C shows a typical solution history for the VR-7 airfoil. Figure 3.6-A gives the convergence 
history for the lift coefficient, Ci. The figure shows the baseline solution (solution with no AFC) and 
the solution with SJ's imposed on the boundary. The solution with SJ's is restarted from the baseline 
solution. The baseline solution shown is generated as a steady solution while the AFC solution is a time 
accurate calculation. Figure 3.6-B gives the solution history of Cd and Figure 3.6-C is the history of the 
log1o of the residual. The residual is the maximum difference in the density between successive iteration 
steps (last subiteration for time accurate solutions). The solutions are assumed to be converged for the 
steady cases when an asymptotic value is reached in C,, Cd, and log1o(residual). For the time accurate 
solutions the solution is assumed to be converged when the three quantities have assumed a periodic 
behavior as is shown in the figure. The values for both the baseline and AFC solutions are given in 
Appendix A through C. 
Moreover the results presented in Chapter 4 for cases with SJ's are average values. The average 
value is taken over one SJ cycle for the quantities of C,(CL), Cd(Cv), Cm(CM ), Cd-p(Cv-p), Ci, L/D, 
and Cy. The quantities with lower case subscripts indicate 2D values, and those with upper case 
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Figure 3.6 Typical solution history for the VR-7 
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subscripts are 3D values. In addition to the aerodynamic coefficients, the boundary layer parameters 
given in Chapter 2 have also been calculated for the baseline solutions as well as for one representative 
case with SJ's. These coefficients and parameters are then explored to determine the effects SJ's have 
on the baseline flows as well as the effect of altering the performance parameters associated with SJ's, 
i.e., (x/c)i, 9i, Mi, Ji, and 91 . Since the parameters Mi, and Ji are strictly a function of a given SJ 
actuator, representative values have been chosen for existing actuators given by Hassan et. al. [11, 43]. 
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 
4.1 Flat Plate Flow 
The flow over a flat plate has been extensively documented and is a well known flow. Therefore, this 
flow is used as a benchmark to validate solution methods presented in Chapter 3. This flow is unique 
with respect to the application of SJ's in that there is no pressure gradient in the flow, and there is no 
flow separation. This is unique with respect to SJ's in that AFC or SJ's are usually exclusively applied 
to flow where there is significant separation. Moreover, by implementing AFC in such a flow it is hoped 
that the effect on the boundary layer can be determined without the inclusion of a pressure gradient 
and thus separation. The flat plate conditions are given in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Flow conditions for flat plate 
I Freestream Parameter I Value I 
Mach Number 0.20 
Reynolds Number x 106 11.157 
Temperature (0 R) 530.0 
As is evident from Table 4.1 most of the plate will be in the turbulent regime as Schlichting [34] gives 
the critical Reynolds number range for transition from laminar to turbulent flow as 3 x 105 to 5 x 105 • 
4.1.1 Baseline Flow 
Before the analyses of SJ's on the flat plate a grid study was performed in order to determine the 
effect of grid spacing and density on the flow solutions. Three grids were chosen as a basis for the grid 
independence study. The number of grid points in the streamwise direction was held constant, and 
the number of points in the direction normal to the surface were varied with different y+ values at the 
surface. The grid was clustered in the streamwise direction at the leading edge of the plate and at the 
location of where the SJ's will be introduced. This is to ensure that the leading edge velocity gradients 
will be captured adequately and the clustering at the location of the SJ's ((x/c);) is to insure enough 
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resolution in the grid to model the SJ effectively. The three grids are given in Table 4.2 with the average 
y+ values. 
Table 4.2 Computational grids for flat plate 
I Grid No. I No Points-Streamwise j No Points-Normal I y+(avg) I c, I Time (min) I 
1 185 89 0.44 3.315 X 10-3 18.5 
2 185 97 6.72 3.017 X 10-s 20.0 
3 185 113 11.8 2.838 X 10-3 29.8 
Figure 4.1 shows the far-field and close up views of the flat plate grid with 185 points in the streamwise 
direction and 113 points in the normal direction. 
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Figure 4.1 Computational grid for flat plate, 185 x 113 
In order to determine the appropriate grid for this study the effect the grid has on the over all 
drag coefficient was evaluated as there is no lift generated on a flat plate with zero pressure gradient. 
Also because the drag associated with a flat plate is purely skin friction drag the pressure drag is zero. 
The skin friction drag is computed using the shear stress, which is proportional to the grid spacing and 
streamwise component of velocity by the equation Tw = JJ,w(8u/8n). Here Jl,w is the viscosity at the wall, 
and n=z is the normal distance from the surface of the plate to the first grid point off the surface. Figure 
4.2 shows the variation of skin friction with grid size. The results are compared to the equation for skin 
friction given by Schlichting [34] for a turbulent flat plate flow, which is Ci= 0.455/log10(Re)2·58. As is 
evident from Figure 4.2 the 185 x 97 gives the best agreement with the equation from Schlichting, but 
also given in Schlichting [34] is a comparison of experimental data with this relation. The experimental 
data shows a range of skin friction coefficient from 2. 7 x 10- 3 to 3.0 x 10-3 . 
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Figure 4.3 Variation of local skin friction with grid density for a flat plate 
Therefore, both the grid with 97 and 113 points in the direction normal to the streamwise direction 
give good agreement with the data. Table 4.2 gives the skin friction coefficient for each of the compu-
tational grids used. Figure 4.3 shows the variation of the local skin friction coefficient as a function of 
plate Reynold's number (ReJ- Again grids two and three show good agreement with the data. The 
data shown for comparison are the experimental results of Weighardt et. al. (44], and the relation for 
local skin friction coefficient given in White (33] C~ = 0.025R;"'z117 for a turbulent flat plate flow. 
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With grids two and three as listed in Table 4.2 giving adequate results for skin friction drag either 
could be used for computations. Since the grids are not extremely large, 17945 and 20905 points 
respectively, there was not any large differences in computation times. In addition to skin friction and 
computation times the effect of grid size on the boundary layer profile was also compared with theory 
and experiment. Figure 4.4 shows the boundary layer profiles at three locations along the plate which 
are x/c = 0.017, 0.24, and 0.69. 
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Figure 4.4 u+ vs. log10(y+) profiles for the flat plate 
The profiles are given in the form of the inner boundary layer variables u+ and y+. The experimental 
data is from and Weighardt et. al. (44], and the theoretical expression is given by Spalding's law of the 
wall (33] viz. 
(4.1) 
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where 1t = 0.41 and B=5.0. Figure 4.4 shows that grids two and three capture the boundary layer 
profiles equally well at the x/c locations of 0.24 and 0.69, but that grid three comes closest to the 
experimental data at a x/ c = 0.017. It is interesting to note that the experimental data is available 
only at logio(y+) of approximately 1.5, or a y+ of approximately 32. This is most certainly due to the 
fact that the testing apparatus is not able to measure such small distances. These distances are on the 
order of 10-5 and 10-6 • Another noticeable trend in the experimental and computed profiles of the flat 
plate is u+ takes on a constant value as logio(y+) is increased. The location of y+ where u+ first takes 
on the constant value indicates the edge of the boundary layer as the streamwise velocity component 
u does not change significantly past this point. With the agreement of the computations with this 
experimental data and that for skin friction drag, grid three was chosen as the grid to use in the flat 
plate study. Although grid two seems also to be an adequate grid the difference in computation time 
was not significant as given in Table 4.2. Another item that comes to light in this study is the fact that 
as long as the computational grid has an average y+ near 10, the solution is in good agreement with 
experimental and theoretical data. As shown in Figure 4.4 the number of grid points would seem to 
make more of a difference in resolving the boundary layer than the first normal spacing off the surface 
for a y+ near 10. This would mean that as long as there is a grid point close to the boundary of the 
laminar and laminar-turbulent layers the boundary layer would be resolved sufficiently. The laminar 
and laminar-turbulent layers as described above are two of the three layers found in the boundary layer. 
These are defined by Schlichting [34] as 
y+ < 5 Laminar friction 
5 < y+ < 70 Laminar-turbulent friction 
y+ > 70 Turbulent friction 
Moreover, in this study it is desired to show the difference in aerodynamic coefficients and boundary 
layer parameters between cases without and with AFC in order to illustrate the benefits of AFC over 
a given baseline case. Therefore more emphasis is placed on illustrating the change in coefficients 
and parameters in contrast to matching boundary layer profiles in the laminar friction layer. For 
completeness the laminar solution for the conditions in Table 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.5. 
The computed solution is compared to the solution of the Blasius equation given in Schlichting [34), 
here U00=M00 , and 17=z/f:i-. The parameters shown in Figure 4.5 are the non-dimensional u and v 
velocity component profiles for x/c = 0.24. The fundamental boundary layer parameters are also shown 
which include the local skin friction coefficient, boundary layer thickness, displacement thickness, and 
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Figure 4.5 Flat plate compared to Blasius solution for laminar flat plate fl.ow 
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momentum thickness. The computational results show good agreement with the Blasius equation near 
the leading edge of the plate and tend to deviate slightly as the flow progresses towards the trailing 
edge. This is due to the coarseness of the computational grid near the edge of the computational domain 
in a direction normal to the surface. Moreover, because the displacement thickness and momentum 
thickness are integral relationships, the domain over which the integration is performed is finite and has 
a relatively coarse resolution as the integration moves towards the outer domain of the plate normal to 
the surface. 
Figure 4.6 gives a comparison of the above mentioned boundary layer parameters for the turbulent 
and laminar cases. As is evident by the figure the resulting turbulent values for the parameters are 
larger everywhere as is expected. One interesting feature of the laminar layer is the constant value of 
the non-dimensional boundary layer thickness. This is the nature of the laminar boundary layer and is 
evident by the equation for the boundary layer thickness given by Schlichting [34], which is 
(4.2) 
where II is the kinematic viscosity and L is the plate length. The differences in the displacement 
thickness show that the distance the streamlines are displaced from the surface is more for turbulent 
than laminar flow. Displacement thickness is the distance that the streamlines are displaced from the 
external flow when the flow is based on an inviscid solution. Moreover, the increase in the loss of 
momentum is shown in the turbulent flow as compared to the laminar flow due to the random turbulent 
motion of the fluid. 
In having defined these fundamental boundary layer parameters such as local skin friction coefficient 
(C~), inner boundary layer variables (u+ and y+), boundary layer thickness (6), displacement thickness 
(6*), and momentum thickness (0) this study will focus on the effects that AFC in the form of SJ's 
will have on these parameters. Also the overall aerodynamic performance of SJ's will be evaluated 
by exploring the global aerodynamic coefficients, lift, drag (pressure and viscous), and moment of the 
geometries described in the procedure section. The following section will explore the influence of SJ's 
on the flat plate flow. The results will be compared to the baseline solution that has been generated 
using grid three in Table 4.2. 
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4.1.2 F lat plate Wit h Synthetic J ets 
This section illustrates the effects of SJ's applied to the flat plate. The solutions generated are 
compared with the baseline solution given in Section 4.1. Since there is no pressure gradient associated 
with a flat plate it is expected that there will be little if any significant influence of SJ's on the solution 
of the flat plate flow given in Section 4.1. Since the SJ parameters given Section 2 can take on an infinite 
number of values, representative values were chosen and applied to the flat plate. This consisted of 
choosing a location (x/c)1, a mach number Mj, a frequency!;, and three streamwise angles 01 (02 was 
set to 90° because this is purely a two dimensional flow). The values chosen are given in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 SJ parameters for flat plate 
j SJ Parameter ! Value ! 
Jet Location ((x/c)1) 0.25 
Jet Mach Number (M1) 0.18 
Jet Frequency (/;) Hz 150 
Jet Angle ( 01) deg 10.0 
45.0 
90.0 
Figure 4.7 shows the histories for lift and skin friction coefficient for the parameters given in Table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.7 Lift and drag for fl.at plate with SJ's 
A non-dimensional time step of 1.0 is used in the computations. This corresponds to approximately 7.5 
time steps in a typical cycle. This can be computed by the equation 
N=-1-
ki flt 
(4.3) 
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where N is the number of time steps in the cycle, k; is the non-dimensional jet frequency, and 6-t is the 
time step. A time step of 0.5 was selected for the case where 01 = 10° to determine the sensitivity of 
the solutions to time step. The lift and skin friction drag coefficients for the time steps of 0.5 and 1.0 
are shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 6.t for fl.at plate with SJ's 
The reduction of the time step shifts the cycle upward slightly. Also the peaks of the lift and drag 
histories are slightly reduced, but the mean is nearly the same. The mean values of the lift and skin 
friction coefficients are given in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4 6.t comparison for fl.at plate 
0.5 -l.187xl0-3 2.850xl0- 3 
1.0 -l.189x10- 3 2.844xl0-3 
For both 01 and Ci there is less than 0.5% difference between the two time steps. In reviewing Figure 
4.7 the increase in jet angle shifts the mean skin friction drag downward slightly. This is due to the 
decrease in local surface velocity of the plate as Ci = f(u). Moreover the on-coming flow sees the SJ 
as a restriction, thus slowing the fl.ow as the jet angle is increased. T he SJ has decreased the mean lift 
coefficient to slightly negative values, but the lift coefficient is still near zero. 
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Therefore there is no significant influence on C1. Table 4.5 gives the lift and drag coefficients of the 
plate for the range of angles in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.5 Lift and drag for flat plate with 81 
I 81 deg I c, 
10 -l.189x10-3 2.840x10-3 
45 -2.403x10-3 2.790x10-3 
90 -0.508x10-3 2.642x10-3 
To determine the effect of the SJ's on the boundary layer parameters a single case was chosen and 
analyzed over one SJ cycle. The case with a jet angle of 45° was chosen to determine the effects of the 
jet on the boundary layer. Figure 4.9 shows the u+ vs. y+ history over one jet cycle. One SJ cycle is 
shown in the upper right hand corner of the plot by plotting M; as a function of the non-dimensional 
time step. The time steps marked with colored dots correspond to the u+ vs. y+ profiles given in the 
figure. Figure 4.9 shows u+ vs. y+ profiles for selected stations along the plate. These are given in 
the figure and are at x/c = 0.017, 0.096, 0.24, 0.26, 0.45 and 0.69. The actual placement of the jet 
((x/c);=0.25) is not shown because the definition of u+ is not valid here. This is due to the definition 
of u+ which is u+ = u/v*, where v* = Jrwf Pw· The difficulty comes in computing Tw which is the 
shear stress at the wall and is given by µw(8u/8n). The 8u/8n term can become negative when the 
velocity at the surface is greater than that in the point in the flow closest to the surface. The term 
8u/8n is computed using the stencil ((u;+i -u;)/(n;+i -n;)) where u; is the velocity at the wall. This 
is normally zero in a no slip boundary condition. Moreover, with SJ's applied at the wall, the value of 
u; can become greater than u;+1 , thus giving rise to a negative shear stress. 
As can be seen in Figure 4.9 at x/ c=0.017 and 0.096, there is no influence of the SJ on the flow at these 
locations. The next station given, x/c=0.24, illustrates dramatic changes due to the SJ as compared 
to the baseline solution. For x/c=0.24 as the cycle progress from approximately zero at t=504, the u+ 
profiles show a decrease in peak values until the peak blowing portion of the cycle is reached. Here the 
profile is at it's least 'full' value for t=506 as shown in the figure. The u+ values decrease because the 
injection of flow into the boundary layer is seen by the oncoming flow as a restriction. The converse 
is true as the cycle goes from t=506 through t=510. Here the SJ is decreasing from its peak blowing 
value though zero and to its peak suction value. As is evident in the figure, for the peak suction profile 
(t=510) the u+ profile is its 'fullest'. This is because the SJ is 'pulling' the on-coming flow towards it 
due to the suction velocity, and thus increasing the local velocity of the flow at this point. 
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Figure 4.9 u+ vs. y+ history for one SJ cycle for flat plate 
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The opposite trend is true for the flow downstream of the SJ at x/c=0.26. Here when the jet cycle is 
at peak blowing the u+ values are the largest. This means that the flow downstream is having the local 
velocity augmented by the jet. The converse is true when the SJ is at peak suction. The u+ values are 
less than the values as compared to peak blowing. At station x/c=0.45 there is a small influence of the 
SJ on the flow at the very top or 'flat' portion of the u+ profile, while x/c=0.69 shows no influence of 
the SJ on the flow. Therefore, as is shown in Figure 4.9, the most significant effect on the boundary 
layer is on the flow downstream of the SJ. The profiles at x/c=0.26 have a larger slope as compared to 
the profiles at x/c=0.24 except for t=510. 
Figure 4.10 shows the typical vector velocity profiles of the SJ at the location of the SJ (x/c=0.25). 
The blowing and suction cycles are obvious. Figure 4.10-D shows the SJ at peak blowing and Figure 
4.10-G shows the peak suction portion of the cycle. Figure 4.10-B shows the baseline velocity profile, 
and Figure 4.10-A shows the SJ cycle. 
Figure 4.11 shows the boundary layer parameters C~, 8, 8*, and 0 over one SJ cycle in comparison 
with the baseline parameters given in Figure 4.6. The local skin friction history, shown in Figure 4.11, 
reflects the term 8u/8n. That is at blowing peaks in a SJ cycle the skin friction becomes negative and 
at suction peaks it becomes significantly larger than the baseline. One interesting trend shown in the 
figure is that the skin friction is reduced for x/c > 0.27. The boundary layer thickness history shows 
trends as one might expect. As the SJ cycle reaches it's peak blowing the boundary layer becomes 
extremely large and then while it goes to it's peak suction point the profile becomes less as compared 
to the baseline. The displacement and momentum thickness parameters show similar trends at the 
location of the jet. Also the overall displacement, momentum, and boundary layer thicknesses show an 
overall increase after the location (x/c=0.25) of the SJ. This would imply that the boundary layer has 
grown in size. First the actual boundary layer thickness show this and also the displacement thickness. 
The momentum deficit has also increased downstream of the SJ. This would indicate that the jet has 
essentially slowed the oncoming flow down by acting as a disturbance in the flow. 
In studying the effects of the SJ on a flat plate flow the impact of introducing such a device on a flow 
has been determined without the influence of a pressure gradient. In the following section a circular 
cylinder will be analyzed with AFC for a high Reynolds number flow with a pressure gradient. With 
the insight gained in the analyses of the flat plate the differences and similarities between these two 
flows will be compared. The importance of the flat plate study is also in the fact that SJ's may be 
operating in off design conditions, i.e. in regions where no boundary layer separation occurs. 
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Moreover AFC may be applied to a particular location on an aerodynamic body to improve the aero-
dynamic performance at a certain condition, such as a highly separated flow. Therefore it would be 
significant to know what impact SJ's will have on the body if it is operating at a condition with little or 
no separation. In regards to the flat plate study there seems to be minimal impact on the flow without 
boundary layer separation. The next section will explore the impact of SJ's on a bluff body with a 
highly separated flow. 
4.2 Circular Cylinder Flow 
As explored in Section 4.1.2, SJ's applied to a flow with no pressure gradient have little effect on 
the the flowfield. The only change is in the skin friction which is due to the restriction of the local 
surface velocities due to the introduction of the SJ B.C. Section 4.2 will investigate the affects of SJ's 
on an extremely different flow. This is flow over a circular cylinder in the transcritical Reynolds number 
regime. Figure 4.12 shows the four flow different regimes as defined in a report by PRI Research and 
Development Corp (45). 
Subcri1ical Critical Supcrcri1H:.a1 1 Traoicri1ic1I ~mooth Cylinders 
Subcritical - Re < 2 X 105 
Critical - 2 X 105 < Re < 5 X 10 5 
•• 
Supercritical 5 X 105 < Re .; 3.5 X 10
6 
Transcritical - Re> 3.5 x 10
6 
ll• 
Figure 4.12 Reynolds number regimes for circular cylinder (courtesy of Ref. (45)) 
The flow conditions for the circular cylinder in this study are listed in Table 4.6. These conditions 
represent flow in the transcritical regime as defined in Figure 4.12. 
Table 4.6 Flow conditions for circular cylinder 
j Freestream Parameter I Value I 
Mach Number 0.2475 
Reynolds Number x 106 5.019 
Temperature (0 R) 519.0 
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4.2.1 Baseline Flow 
Before the analyses of SJ's on the circular cylinder a grid study was performed similar to that in 
Section 4.1.1. Table 4.7 gives the dimensions of the computational grids and the average y+ values. 
Table 4. 7 Computational grids for circular cylinder 
I Grid No. I No Points-Streamwise I No Points-Normal I y+(avg) I Cd I Time (min) I 
1 625 89 1.62 0.3791 161.9 
2 625 113 1.62 0.3732 264.4 
3 729 89 1.63 0.3768 242.7 
For this grid study the grid was clustered around the known separation point in order to provide 
adequate resolution for applying the SJ B.C. The number of grid points in the normal direction (radial 
direction) was varied as well as the number of nodes in the circumferential direction. Figure 4.13-A and 
Figure 4.13-B show a typical computational grid as well as the region where the grid was clustered for 
adequate resolution for applying SJ's to the surface. 
(A) (B) 
Figure 4.13 Computational grid for circular cylinder, 625 x 89 
The difference in drag between grids one and two is approximately 1.6%, while grids one and three 
have a difference of about 0.6%. With these small differences and the computation times being 63% 
and 50% greater for grids two and three respectively, as compared to grid one, grid one was selected 
to be the basis for this study. The drag value as computed for the baseline solution {625x89 Grid) is 
shown in Figure 4.14 with various experimental results. As can be seen in Figure 4.14 there is a large 
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scatter of data in the 5 x 106 Reynolds number area. This is due to the variation of cylinder flows with 
the variation of surface roughness as shown by several studies (46], (47], and (48]. 
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Figure 4.14 Cd variation vs. Reynolds number for circular cylinder (courtesy of Ref. [46]) 
Of the experimental data sets available in the transcritical regime [45], [46], [47], [48], (49], (50], (51], 
and (52], few of these contain a comprehensive data set. Therefore, in order to compare a number of 
different parameters three references were chosen that had similar flow conditions and the lowest surface 
roughnesses in order to keep the effect of surface roughness to a minimum. These references were those 
of PRI Research and Development Corp. (45, 46, 49], James et. al. (47], and Shih et. al. [52]. 
The mean pressure distributions are given in Figure 4.15 compared to the experiments of PRI 
Corp. [46], and James et. al. [47]. The cylinder model used in the PRI experiment was a 12.46 in 
diameter cylinder with a surface roughness, k/D, of 6 x 10-7 at M = 0.247 and Re = 5.098 x 106 • The 
surface roughness is defined by the ratio k/D, where k is the height of the largest measurable surface 
irregularities, and D is the cylinder diameter. 
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M =0.247 & A =5.098x106 from PAI Corp. 
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The experiment by James et. al. (47] also used a 12.46 in diameter cylinder but this model has a surface 
roughness of 1.85 x 10-6 and fl.ow conditions of M00 = 0.28 and Re = 5.45 x 106 . 
The first plot in Figure 4.15 shows the mean pressure coefficient comparison with the data from PRI 
Corp. The negative peak values differ slightly as does the base pressure coefficient (Cps) - The base 
pressure coefficient is the value of the pressure coefficient at the back surface of the cylinder where it 
takes on a semi-constant value. The cause of theses discrepancies could be due to 3D effects. James 
et. al. [47] has shown there are some 3D effects in this fl.ow regime. In the first plot in Figure 4.15 
Gp takes on the value of Cps for 105° :::; 0 :s; 255°. The second plot in Figure 4.15 shows the mean 
pressure coefficient as compared with the experimental data from James et. al. Here the pressure 
coefficient band width is shown along with the mean pressure values. The band width is due to the 
unsteadiness of the A.ow. Moreover, this unsteadiness causes the pressure coefficient to fluctuate. The 
baseline solution generated in this study is a steady state solution. When the baseline unsteady solution 
was generated there was no significant fluctuation of Gp. Moreover, since the flow with SJ's applied 
will be referenced to mean values, the steady state solution has provided all the necessary information 
for comparison purposes to the baseline cylinder. The only feature not exhibited by the steady state 
solution is the nondimensional shedding frequency Strauhal number (St)- The time accurate solution 
also does not exhibit any unsteady affects. Experiments have shown that the Strouhal number displays 
a large variation. In looking at several different experimental investigations [47], [48), (50], and [52], the 
range of Strouhal recorded for circular cylinders of various roughnesses is from approximately 0.20 to 
0.28. Therefore, no attempt was made to match this parameter for the baseline solution. 
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Figures 4.16 A and B show the separation angle 98 as a function of Reynolds number. Figure 4.16-A 
presents results from PRl Corp. [46], and Figure 4.16-B are results from James et. al. [47]. The red 
triangle denotes the results for the baseline cylinder in this study. Figures 4.16 A and B illustrates two 
different angles. Figure 4.16-A shows the separation angle to be approximately 97° and Figure 4.16-B 
shows a separation angle of approximately 104°. Both of these angles match quite well as compared 
with the two sets of experimental results. The difference in the angles is a reflection of how they are 
defined. Traditionally [34] the angle of separation is defined by the point where the velocity gradient 
normal to the surface goes to zero, or (au/an= 0). The results shown in Figure 4.16-B are defined this 
way. Figure 4.16-A defines the angle of separation by defining the change in pressure between the most 
negative peak for one side of the cylinder, for example the top surface, and the base pressure coefficient, 
Cp8 • Then the angle of separation is defined by the angle on the cylinder for which the pressure or 
pressure coefficient reaches half of this value. This is show in Figure 4.17. The prime values (9:, and 
tip') denote the lower surface of the cylinder. 
~p 
' 
Figure 4.17 Separation angle as defined by PRl Corp. [46] 
In addition to the separation angle it is also relevant to show some of the boundary layer parame-
ters as was given in Section 4.1.1, but parameters like boundary layer, displacement, and momentum 
thickness are not easily defined past the point of separation. This is due to the large turbulent wake 
behind the cylinder. Moreover these previously mentioned thicknesses are not intuitive parameters to 
describe the cylinder flow. Therefore along with the drag coefficient, pressure coefficient and separation 
angle the local skin friction coefficient and u+ vs. y+ profiles are thought to give significant insight into 
the flow characteristics. 
The local skin friction coefficient is an important boundary layer parameter. It defines the location 
of separation, which in turn defines the characteristics of a turbulent separated flow. The local skin 
friction for the baseline cylinder is plotted in Figure 4.18. The figure compares the results from PRl 
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Corp. (45] which are from a circular cylinder with a Re = 5.0 x 106 and M 00 = 0.26 with the baseline 
cylinder predictions in this study. The trend shown by the two cylinders is similar, but the peak values 
at (} = 75° differ by as much as a factor of 8. The reason behind the difference in the peak values 
are most likely due to the different local velocities in these regions. The differences can be seen in 
Figure 4.16-A. Here the pressure coefficient of the baseline cylinder is slightly less negative than the 
experimental results shown by PRl Corp. The more negative value of Gp at this point (8 ~ 75°) implies 
higher velocities than predicted for the baseline cylinder. Thus, because C~ ex: ou/on the local skin 
friction will also be larger. 
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Figure 4.18 Local skin friction coefficient for baseline cylinder 
The boundary layer profiles in the form of u+ vs. y+ are shown in Figure 4.19. Figure 4.19 A, B , 
and C show boundary layer profiles at (} of 65°, 81.1 °, and 100° respectively. The results are compared 
to experimental results from PRl Corp. As (} increases from 65° to 100° there is an obvious increase 
in the boundary layer thickness as is shown in the figure. Similar to what was shown in Figure 4.4, 
Section 4.1.1, the availability of experimental data close to the cylinder surface is difficult to obtain 
because of the small distances associated with these values. Figure 4.19-A shows that both the baseline 
cylinder and experimental data are in close agreement for the limited data available. Figure 4.19-B 
shows a larger slope in the experimental data, as compared to the baseline cylinder. This again is 
related to the higher velocities seen around 8 ~ 80° in the experimental results as is shown in Figures 
4.15. This is because u+ is proportional to u, which correlates to the larger slope in the u+ vs. y+ 
plot. Similar trends are apparent in Figure 4.19-C for the baseline cylinder and experimental results. 
Both show a steep slope indicating a significant increase in boundary layer local velocity. It is unclear 
if the experimental data would begin to obtain a constant value of u+ ~ 42 as the baseline solution 
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shows. The experimental data looks as if it would become constant near au+ value of 30, but the data 
is inconclusive. Moreover, the baseline solution exhibits similar trends to the experimental data in that 
as the flow moves towards the separation point, 0 = 103.65°, the boundary layer local velocities tend 
to increase as is evident from Figure 4.19-C. 
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Figure 4.19 u+ vs. log1o(y+) profiles for the baseline cylinder 
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4.2.2 Circular Cylinder With Synthetic Jets 
This section addresses the circular cylinder flow in Section 4.2.1 with SJ's introduced on two sides 
of the cylinder. SJ's were placed near the point of separation on both sides of the cylinder in order not 
to introduce any asymmetry into the flow. In order to determine the effect of the SJ parameters on 
the flow, a parametric study was performed. The parameters varied were the jet location 0i, jet Mach 
number Mi, jet angle 01 , and jet frequency /j. 
The investigation of jet location was done by positioning the SJ's in multiples of four jet diameters 
with respect to the baseline cylinder separation point (08 = 103.65°). The locations of the SJ's are 
shown in Figure 4.20. The baseline separation angle (08 ) is shown in red. 
voo 
- 8 = 0° -+---'----1 
Figure 4.20 Location of SJ's for circular cylinder 
The other SJ parameters were held at the following constant values: Mi = 0.2065, Ji = 350Hz, 
and 01 = 25°. There are four different SJ locations investigated as shown in the figure. These are 
102.28°, 103.65°, 104.83°, and 106.04°. The first location (102.28°) corresponds to approximately four 
SJ diameters upstream of 08 • The next location is at 03 and the third location (104.83°) corresponds to 
four SJ diameters downstream from 08 • Lastly, 106.04° is eight jet diameters downstream from 08 • The 
dotted lines shown in Figure 4.20 represent the location of the SJ's on the bottom surface which are 
symmetric with respect to 0 = 0° as shown on the figure. Figure 4.21 shows the effect of jet location 
on drag Cd, pressure drag Cd- p, skin friction coefficient Cf, and separation angle on the upper surface 
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The drag values (Cd, Cd-p, and Ci) are average values taken over one SJ cycle. Figure 4.22 shows the 
cyclic nature of the total drag coefficient, due to the oscillatory behavior the SJ's. 
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Figure 4.22 Cd time history for circular cylinder with SJ's 
As is evident from Figure 4.21 the total drag decreases as the SJ is moved downstream of the 08 • This 
trend continues for the last location (0i = 106.04°). The most significant portion of drag is that of 
pressure drag as is indicated in the figure. The baseline drag is 0.3791, while the baseline pressure 
drag is 0.3718. This is approximately 98% of the total drag. The skin friction has very little affect 
on the overall drag, as is shown in the figure. The triangle in Figure 4.21 represents a SJ located at 
0i = 103.65° but for Mi= 0.2475. As compared with a Mi = 0.2065 at the same location the increase 
in jet Mach number shows a decrease in drag. This intuitively makes sense because as the jet is moved 
further upstream from 08 the effectiveness is diminished for a constant Mi. If Mi is increased as the jet 
is moved further upstream the flow at the separation point will feel as if the SJ is actually closer due to 
the increase in Mi. An interesting trend occurs with respect to Ci, in contrast to the skin friction of 
the flat plate as seen in Section 4.1.2, Figure 4.11 where Ci has increased in value. This is due to the 
increase in local surface velocity as compared to the baseline cylinder. This can be verified by noticing 
that 0s-u has moved further downstream as compared to the baseline 0s-u· Thus implying larger local 
velocities due to the separation region moving further aft. This is also verified with the surface pressure 
coefficients which are to follow. Also notice that for the point corresponding to Mi = 0.2475, the skin 
friction is higher as compared to Mi = 0.2065 because of the higher local surface velocities. 
Figure 4.23 shows the effects of the above mentioned coefficients due to jet frequency. The constant 
values for all other SJ parameters are 0i = 104.83°, Mi = 0.2065, and 01 = 25°. The figure illustrates 
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that for a /j of 350 Hz and greater, the parameters take on a constant value. The trends exhibited 
by these quantities are similar to those with regards to the parameter 8i. Moreover as Cd begins to 
decrease CI tends to increase as does 8 s. 
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Figure 4.24 Strouhal number variation as a func-
tion of/; for circular cylinder 
Figure 4.24 shows the variation of Strouhal number as a function of J;. The figure also shows the 
baseline range of Strouhal numbers as given by several authors ((47], (48], (50], (52]). As is evident from 
the figure, the shedding frequency and hence the Strouhal number varies nearly linearly as a function 
of /j. The circles represent the computed St and the line is a linear curve fit to the data as given by 
Equation 4.4. 
St = 0.0035/j + 0.0385 (4.4} 
where Ji is in Hz and St is the non-dimensional shedding frequency. 
Figure 4.25 illustrates the parameters given in Figure 4.23 as a function of 81. The range of 81 is 
10° :::; 81 :::; go0 • Mj, /j, and 8j are held at constant values of 0.2065, 350 Hz, and 104.83° respectively. 
The figure shows that the greatest drag reduction as compared to the baseline cylinder is given in the 
range of 20° :::; 81 :::; 30° with 81 = 25° giving the largest benefit. Again the pressure and skin friction 
drag show similar trends as in the location and frequency investigations. As pressure drag is reduced 
the skin friction increases, and vice versa. In comparison to the flat plate similar results are seen with 
respect to C1. As 81 is increased c1 first increases to a maximum at 25° and then decreases as goo is 
approached. Similar results are evident from the flat plate, i.e., as the jet angle is increased the skin 
friction is reduced because of the lower local surface velocities. The separation angle shows that as 
the drag is reduced the separation angle is 'pushed' further downstream corresponding to larger local 
velocities in the flow, thus delaying separation to further downstream. 
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This increase in local surface velocity can also been seen in the local G~ distribution around the 
cylinder. Figure 4.26 shows the time history variation for the local skin friction for the conditions 01 = 
104.83, M1 = 0.2065, Ji = 350H z, and 01 = 25° over the top surface of the cylinder (0° $ 0 $ 180°). 
The top plot in the figure shows the G~ distribution for the baseline and cylinder with SJ's. The G~ 
distribution has been taken as an average over one jet cycle. The dotted red lines show the bandwidth 
or limits of the local skin friction over one cycle. As can be seen from the figure the average G~ has 
increased over the circular cylinder. The plot in the bottom of Figure 4.26 shows the variation of G~ 
at discrete points over one jet cycle. The discontinuities at 0 ~ 105° correspond to the location of the 
synthetic jet (01). As is evident in the figure, there is not an extreme variation (large bandwidth) of G~ 
over time except for where the SJ is located. 
The opposite trend is true for the Gp distribution over the cylinder as is evident in Figure 4.27. 
The top plot in Figure 4.27 shows the baseline and mean Gp distribution for the circular cylinder. The 
conditions are the same as those for Figure 4.26. Again the red dotted lines show the bandwidth of the 
Gp variation over the cylinder. The bandwidth is quite large as compared to that of the skin friction 
coefficient. The figure shows an increase in negative pressure coefficient from 0 ~ 50° to 0 = 08 • This is 
due to the larger local surface velocities. Figure 4.27 also shows the shift in 08 towards the downstream 
as compared to the baseline 0 •. The shift in 08 corresponds to the lower drag values that the AFC gives 
the circular cylinder. This is because the wake width is reduced which in turn corresponds to a smaller 
distribution of the higher pressure coefficients on the back side of the circular cylinder. The plot on 
the bottom of Figure 4.27 shows the Gp distribution at discrete points over one cycle. The 'spikes' or 
discontinuities at 0 ~ 105° again correspond to 0j, 
Figure 4.28 shows the u+ vs. y+ variation for the locations given in Figure 4.19 in addition to the 
locations of 0 = 104.5°, 0 = 106°, and 0 = 108.36°. Locations 0 = 104.5° and 0 = 106° correspond 
to immediately before and after the SJ respectively and 08 =108.36°. From Figure 4.28 there is little 
variation in the u+ vs. y+ profiles for 0 = 65° and 0 = 81.1° as compared to the baseline cylinder. 
Conversely there is a significant change in the profiles at 0 = 100°. The profiles show smaller velocities 
in the flowfield away from the surface. At location 0 = 104.5° the profile shows the larger velocities near 
the surface, but again, the velocities are smaller as compared to the baseline solution as y+ increases. 
Immediately after the SJ (0 = 106°) a similar trend is seen. The last plot in Figure 4.28 corresponds 
to 08 • 
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Here the local velocities near the surface and in the flowfield away from the surface are larger than 
the baseline cylinder. Also Figure 4.28 shows that the boundary layer width is indeed smaller at this 
point than compared to that of the baseline cylinder. This is evident because the value of y+ is smaller 
where u+ takes on a constant value as compared to the baseline solution. Therefore, this translates to 
a smaller wake or boundary layer thickness (<5) which in turn gives rise to lower drag values. 
In summary circular cylinder has shown similar trends in skin friction to the flat plate in Section 4.1.2 
with respect to 81 , but has also exhibited different findings as there is no pressure gradient associated 
with a flat plate. The net effect of SJ's on a circular cylinder is to decrease the pressure drag by 
increasing the local surface velocities, which effectively increases the energy in the flow. This increase 
in energy corresponds to a delay in the separation point as compared to a cylinder with no AFC. The 
following section will investigate the effects of SJ's on an airfoil. The airfoil is similar to a cylinder in 
that the flow associated with it has a pressure gradient. An airfoil contrasts a cylinder in that it has 
a much smaller thickness ratio (12% for the VR-7) as compared to 100% thick for cylinder. The most 
significant difference between the airfoil and the circular cylinder is that the airfoil produces a net lift 
force. The airfoil also serves as a simple model for the TCTW. Therefore it can be used to establish 
flow effects with SJ's for comparison to the TCTW. 
4.3 Airfoil Flow: VR-7 
As described in Section 4.2.2 an airfoil exhibits both skin friction and pressure drag like the circular 
cylinder with the major difference being the generation of a net lift force. The airfoil analyzed in this 
section is the 12% thick VR-7 airfoil from the Boeing-Vertol Company. The VR-7 is an airfoil designed 
for rotorcraft use (CH-47 Chinook) and subsequently has a trailing edge tab in order to alter the pitching 
moments. The tailing edge tab has a length of approximately 5% of the chord and is deflected upward 
3° from the chord line (the chord line being 0°). The flow conditions for this study are given in Table 
4.8. 
Table 4.8 Flow conditions for VR-7 airfoil 
j Freestream Parameter I Value I 
Mach Number 0.300 
Reynolds Number x 106 2.140 
Temperature (0 R) 519.0 
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4.3.1 Baseline Flow 
A grid independence study was conducted for the airfoil in order to determine the effect of grid 
density on the fl.ow solution. Table 4.9 shows the results for an angle of attack of 14.0°. 
Table 4.9 Computational grids for VR-7 airfoil 
I Grid No. J No Points-Streamwise I No Points-Normal I y+(avg) I Cd C1 I Time (min) I 
1 257 89 4.86 0.04517 1.5340 18.3 
2 257 97 4.86 0.04480 1.5400 21.3 
3 289 89 4.78 0.04511 1.5330 20.9 
As is shown in Table 4.9 the drag values differ less than 1 % for grids two and three as compared with 
grid one. The same is true for the values of lift coefficient. Therefore grid one was chosen as the basis 
for this study. Figure 4.29-A shows a close up view of the airfoil surface for grid one, and Figure 4.29-B 
shows a farfield view of grid one. The grid extends approximately 20 chord lengths to the grid outer 
boundary from the airfoil surface. 
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Figure 4.29 Computational grid for VR-7 airfoil, 257x89 
The baseline solution was generated with grid one and compared to experimental data sets from 
McAlister et. al. (53] and a U.S. Army study on rotorcraft airfoils [54]. Figure 4.30 A-C shows the lift, 
drag, and moment coefficients as compared to McAlister et. al. and the U.S. Army study. The flow 
conditions for the experimental values of McAlister et. al are M00 = 0.3 and Re = 4.05 x 106, with 
M00 = 0.3 and Re = 5.7 x 106 for U.S. Army study. 
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Figure 4.30 Aerodynam\~)coefficients for baseline VR-7 
As Figure 4.30-A shows the baseline Ci is somewhat larger in value as compared to the two data sets 
until o: ~ 6°. The baseline G1 values then fall within the range of the experimental data sets. The U.S. 
Army data shows good agreement with the baseline values in the non-linear region of G1m
0 
even though 
it is at a higher Reynolds number than that of McAlister et. al. [53]. The data from McAlister et. al. 
(53) shows a slightly higher value of G1m
4
, of 1.56 as compared to the baseline value of 1.54. This would 
seem a consequence of the higher Reynolds number of the McAlister et. al. [53] data. Generally the 
lift will increase with increasing Reynolds numbers, but the U.S. Army data does not show this trend. 
This could be due to uncertainties associated with the wind tunnel. The green diamond in the figure 
represents a time accurate solution. As can be seen from Figures 4.30 A-C, the time accurate and steady 
state solutions for o: = 14° do not differ significantly. Therefore there is no significant unsteadiness in 
the baseline flow. 
Figure 4.30-B shows the baseline drag values as compared to McAlister et. al. [53] . The drag 
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values are in good agreement until the non-linear region (a :::::l 10°). This is most likely due to the 
experimental techniques and apparatuses used to measure the drag values. Drag is typically measured 
from the momentum deficit of the airfoil wake for wind tunnel tests. The total pressure is measured 
with a series pitot probes in the wake area. The variation of the width and unsteadiness of the wake can 
cause difficulty in measuring the total pressure and thus the drag, especially in the non-linear region. 
Lastly Figure 4.30-C shows the variation of moment coefficient about the quarter chord with angle 
of attack. The pitching moment values as compared to McAlister et. al. (53] deviate significantly from 
one another. This is due to the fact that discrepancies in lift and drag values magnify the pitching 
moment as it is computed as a. function of lift and drag values. The baseline airfoil does show a similar 
trend as compared to McAlister et. al. [53], of being a relatively constant value and then sharply 
decreasing as the non-linear region is approached. 
In addition to the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients, (C, , Cd, and Cm), this study is also 
concerned with the local parameters about an aerodynamic shape as was shown in Sections 4.1, and 
4.2. One of the parameters of interest is pressure coefficient, or more exactly how well the baseline 
solution represents the local surface pressure of the airfoil. Figure 4.31 shows the pressure distribution 
around the baseline airfoil as compared to McAlister et. al. [53]. 
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Figure 4.31 Local surface pressure coefficient for baseline VR-7 
The baseline C,, is shown for an angle of attack of 13.5° while the data from McAlister et. al. [53] 
is shown for an a of 12.5°where the lift values match. The values of Ci do not match directly with 
respect to a due to the uncertainties associated with how a is measured experimentally. Since the 
lift values are computed directly from the pressure distribution around the surface of the airfoil, when 
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the values of 01 match, the pressure distributions must be the same. Figure 4.31 shows this trend. 
Due to the fact that the values of 0 1 are not exactly the same there is a slight shift upward in the 
Gp distribution of the McAlister et. al. (53] data as compared to the baseline airfoil. This accounts 
for the larger 01 value of the data from McAlister et. al. [53]. Both McAlister et. al. (53] and the 
baseline airfoil show a region of separated flow. This is shown in Figure 4.31 by the constant value Gp 
near x/c ~ 0.7. This constant region of pressure coefficient is similar to the base pressure coefficient 
(Cps) for the circular cylinder as shown in Figure 4.15 from Section 4.2.1 in that it is indicative of a 
separated flow region. The separated flow region also accounts for the large influence of pressure drag 
on the total drag for the airfoil. The pressure drag (Cd- p) is 0.03382, which is approximately 85% of 
the total drag (Cd = 0.03983). A more definitive determination of separated flow is given by the local 
value of skin friction coefficient as is shown in Figure 4.33. Figure 4.33 shows the value of local skin 
friction coefficient to be zero at x/c ~ 0.609. This is the point of separation as defined by 8u/8n = 0. 
The non-dimensional boundary layer thickness J , displacement thickness J*, and momentum thickness 
0 are also shown in Figure 4.33. As is evident from the figure '5, J•, and 0 all increase towards the 
trailing edge of the airfoil, thus showing a large boundary layer and a separated region. 
Figure 4.32 shows the boundary layer plotted with contours of constant non-dimensional u velocity 
component. 
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Figure 4.32 Boundary layer and u velocity for baseline VR-7 at a= 13.5° 
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Figure 4.34 u+ vs. log10(y+) profiles for baseline VR-7 at a= 13.5° 
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The dotted line in the figure represents the edge of the boundary layer as defined by 0.99M00 • The 
figure also shows the separation region by the area of the negative u velocity, thus showing regions of 
recirculation which is a signature of separated flow. 
Lastly Figure 4.34 A-C shows three u+ vs. y+ profiles for x/c = 0.4, 0.5, and 0.5877 respectively. 
Figure 4.34-A shows the profile at approximately 0.2 chord lengths upstream of the separation point 
(x/c)s = 0.609. The profile matches closely with Spalding's Law of the Wall [33] as is seen in the 
figure. The profile is also very similar to the one given in Figure 4.19-A for the circular cylinder. Figure 
4.34-B shows the u+ vs. y+ profile closer to the separation point. Here again the airfoil exhibits similar 
characteristics to the circular cylinder (Figure 4.19-B). The values of u+ have increased and the value 
of y+ at which u+ begins to take on a constant values increases, showing an increase in the boundary 
layer thickness. Finally Figure 4.34-C shows a substantial increase in the value of u+ as compared to 
Figure 4.34-B. Again this is similar to that for a circular cylinder as the separation point is approached 
as is shown in Figure 4.19-C. One difference between Figures 4.34-C and Figure 4.19-C is that the value 
of y+ as u+ approaches a constant value has moved slightly upstream for the airfoil but has stayed close 
to the same for the circular cylinder as compared to the previous figures. 
Therefore in sum the airfoil described in this section shows many similarities as compared to the 
baseline circular cylinder in Section 4.2. One of these similarities is the significant component of the 
total drag being the pressure drag owing to the separation regions exhibited by both bodies. Also the 
development of a constant Cp for both bodies in the separation region and lastly similar boundary layer 
characteristics given by u+ vs. y+ profiles. Moreover since the bodies exhibit similar behavior the 
following section will explore the effects of SJ's on the airfoil and compare the results for the circular 
cylinder with AFC. 
4.3.2 VR-7 Airfoil With Synthetic Jets 
Similar to Section 4.2.2 a series of solutions have been generated for the jet parameters (x/c);, M;, 
J;, and 81 while holding the other parameters at constant values to see the effects of these parameters 
on the baseline flow. These solutions generated at the baseline conditions given in Section 4.3.1, Table 
4.9, for an angle of attack of 13.5°. Figure 4.35 shows the variation of Ci, Cd, Cd-p, Ci, Cm, and L/D 
as a function of SJ position (x/c);. The ratio L/ Dis the lift to drag ratio. The lift to drag ratio is one 
of the most important characteristics of an airfoil in that the objective of most airfoils used on aircraft is 
to produce the most lift with the least drag penalty. Therefore, the L/ D ratio is a significant indication 
of performance of an airfoil. The conditions for Figure 4.35 are M;=0.25, J;=350Hz, and 81 = 25.0°. 
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From Figure 4.35 it is apparent the opposite trend for Cd-p and CI exists as compared to that for a 
circular cylinder shown in Figure 4.21. The opposite trend being the increase in Cd-p and decrease in 
Ct as (x/c); approaches the separation angle and then moves further downstream. The quantity Ct 
increases as Cd-p decreases. This is due to the increase in velocity in the region of decreased Cd-p 
because of the reduction of the adverse pressure gradient in this area. The overall effect of (x/c); on 
Cd seems to be small as is shown in the figure and the same is true for C1. The largest variations 
are seen in Cm and the L/D ratio. Even though the point (x/c); = 0.544 corresponds to the lowest 
value of C1 it results in the highest L/ D ratio because this quantity is very sensitive to Cd due to the 
nature of the equation. It is also interesting to note that the smallest, and therefore most desirable 
Cm corresponds to L/ Dlmax for this particular case. Therefore as was shown in both the flow over the 
circular cylinder and the VR-7 airfoil the location of the SJ's must be near the point of separation to 
be the most effective. 
Figure 4.35 shows the variation of the aerodynamic coefficients with J;. Here the other SJ parameters 
were held at the constant values of (x/c);=0.544, M;=0.25, and (Ji = 25.0°. The airfoil shows the largest 
drag reduction as compared to the baseline case for a/; = 250Hz. This is opposite to the cylinder 
which showed (Figure 4.23) that J; = 350H z gives the greatest overall drag reduction. Also the airfoil 
shows no significant variation of drag after J; reaches a value of 350 Hz. The cylinder also displays the 
same behavior. The variation of lift coefficient (C,) is small, as is shown in the figure. The value of C1 
takes on a constant value for a J; ~ 350H z. Both Cm and L / D show the most desirable values to be 
at 250 Hz. 
The next figure shows the variation of the aerodynamic parameters with (Ji. The other parameters 
were held constant at (x/c);=0.544, M;=0.25, and !;=250 Hz. Opposite to the other parameters 
((x/c); and/;) studied, the variation of the aerodynamic coefficients is more pronounced as Figure 4.37 
shows. The overall drag shows a minimum at 01 = 25.0° which is what the cylinder study exhibited 
in Figure 4.25. The value of C1 also reaches a maximum value at 01 = 25.0°. Thus L/ Dmax is at a 
01 of 25°. The moment coefficient shows its minimum value at 01 = 40.0°. Again this is due to the 
intricate relation between Cm, C1, and Cd, Lastly the value of Ct does not attain a maximum until 81 
approaches 50°. This is in contrast to the cylinder in that C !mu was shown to be at Cd-Pmaa. 
In summary, with the influence of (x/c);, J;, and 81 on the aerodynamic performance of the airfoil 
the value of 01 = 25.0° gives the best aerodynamic performance for this particular set of conditions. 
as was the case for the circular cylinder. Also/; does not have a significant impact on the aerodynamic 
performance of the airfoil over the range of/; explored. This differs from the circular cylinder in that 
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the aerodynamic performance (for a circular cylinder this would be characterized by Cd) does show 
dependence on !J in the range of 150 to 350 Hz. Lastly, as long as the jet location is in the immediate 
vicinity of the separation point, (x/c)i does not impact the aerodynamic performance significantly on 
both the VR-7 and the circular cylinder. 
With the effect of jet parameters established on the aerodynamic properties of the airfoil, Figure 
4.38 shows the local variation of Gp for the baseline conditions with the SJ parameters of (x/c);=0.544, 
M;=0.25, !J=350 Hz, and 01 = 25.0°. From the top plot in Figure 4.38 the pressure coefficient shows 
an overall negative increase from an x/ c of 0.0 to approximately 0. 75. This overall increase leads to the 
increase in lift as the lift is computed directly from the pressure coefficient around the airfoil surface. 
Also from the figure it can be seen that the 'flat' or constant region of Gp has now begun to slope 
towards more positive values in contrast to the baseline which takes on a constant value as discussed in 
Section 4.3.1. There is still a small region of constant Gp, but this reduction is attributed to the smaller 
region of separated flow. The bottom plot in Figure 4.38 shows the Gp variation over one SJ cycle. 
The Gp variation is not as extreme as compared to the circular cylinder pressure distribution in Figure 
4.27. The cylinder shows a ACp of approximately 5.5 immediately upstream of the SJ, while the airfoil 
shows a ACp of approximately 1.2 upstream of the SJ. The figure also shows that as the SJ cycle goes 
from M; of 0 to -0.25 the Gp immediately upstream of the SJ becomes more negative as compared to 
when M; approaches +0.25. This is because the suction portion of the cycle allows the oncoming flow 
to accelerate thus giving rise to a more negative pressure coefficient. Conversely, when the SJ cycle is 
at peak blowing the flow sees the SJ as an impingement which in turn causes the flow to slow down or 
decelerate, thus causing a more positive Gp. 
The behavior of the time varying flow can also be seen in Figure 4.39. The figure shows C~, c5, c5*, 
and 0 over one cycle. The time variation of the local skin friction shown in the figure shows extreme 
positive discontinuities during the peak suction of the jet cycle. This is due to the increase in velocity of 
the flow due to the suction force near the jet. The opposite is true for the blowing portion of the cycle. 
Here C~ becomes smaller as compared to the peak suction profiles and even negative. This is due to 
the impingement of the oncoming flow due to the SJ. It is also interesting to note that the skin friction 
lags slightly behind the SJ cycle. This is evident from looking at the variation of C~ at t=303.9. Here 
C~ is showing a positive discontinuity which would correspond to peak suction but the cycle at this 
time step is actually just starting to create a positive M;. Figure 4.39 also shows the overall increase 
in C~ as compared to the baseline from (x/c) 8 to the trailing edge. This accounts for the overall larger 
values of c,. The same behavior is shown for the circular cylinder. The variation of c5 also displays a 
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similar lag as referenced to the SJ Mach number cycle shown in the figure. This is evident by looking at 
the variation of o for t=306.0. Here the overall level of o is higher as compared to that shown for t=304.8 
which is at peak blowing of the cycle. One would expect that this would be the point of maximum o, but 
instead this occurs at t=306.0 which is the beginning of the suction portion of the cycle. In contrast to 
the increasing levels of C~, the trend of the boundary layer shows that the overall boundary thickness is 
decreased. The same is true of o*. This indicates that the streamlines are displaced less from the body 
as compared to the baseline, thus meaning a smaller wake region. The same kind of lagging behavior 
can be seen in o* as was evident in o and C~. Lastly, the overall trend of the momentum thickness to be 
less than that of the baseline airfoil most certainly accounts for the decrease in Cd as pressure drag is 
intimately related to the momentum deficit. The drag can be expressed in terms of momentum deficit 
by applying the momentum equation to a control volume around the airfoil. The resulting equation for 
a two dimensional body is [35]. 
(4.5) 
Here the momentum in the wake or downstream of the airfoil is JJ2U~. The terms in y are the limits of 
the control volume plane normal to the freestream. Thus as the momentum around the airfoil decreases 
the momentum deficit or drag is increased. Therefore, a decrease in momentum deficit correlates to a 
decrease in ed. 
Figure 4.40 A-C shows the variation of u+ and y+ for the three locations shown for the baseline 
in Figure 4.34. Upstream from (x/c)i shows no change in the u+ profile as Figure 4.40-A shows for 
x/c=0.4. Figure 4.40-B shows a decrease in u+ upstream of the SJ (x/c=0.5). Similar behavior is seen 
for the circular cylinder in Figure 4.27. Also note from the figure that the profiles for t=301.5, 304.8, 
and 306.0 are not shown. This is because the value of Tw has taken on a negative value. For this, u+ 
and y+ are undefined. Lastly Figure 4.40-C shows a dramatic decrease in u+ downstream of the SJ. 
Figure 4.27 also shows similar behavior for the circular cylinder. 
For a qualitative insight into the flow when SJ's are applied to the VR-7, Figure 4.41 shows the 
variation of the u velocity component in the form of constant contours for one SJ cycle. Also shown in 
the figure is the baseline boundary layer. The baseline boundary layer is given as the black dashed line 
in the figure. Figure 4.41 reinforces the conclusions about the diminished thickness of the boundary 
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layer as was discussed above in reference to Figure 4.39. Figure 4.41 shows a slight variation in boundary 
layer thickness over one SJ cycle. Also from Figure 4.41 there is no significant change in the boundary 
layer on the bottom surface of the airfoil which means that the effects of the SJ's are localized to the top 
surface of the airfoil. Therefore with the application of AFC by the use SJ's an airfoil's aerodynamic 
performance can be improved at angles of attack near the stall regime or the regime where the effects 
of flow separation become significant in the form of pressure drag. Moreover, one would think that 
the application of SJ's on an airfoil over an a: range could effectively increase C1,,,.
0
,. and thus increase 
aerodynamic performance (L/ D). Figure 4.42 shows the effects of introducing SJ's to the VR-7 over 
a range of a: in the stall region. The SJ parameters are M;=0.25, /;=250Hz, 91 = 25.0°, with (x/c); 
upstream of (x/c) 8 • As is evident from the figure, C1m 0 ,. has been effectively increased from 1.543 to 
1.683, which corresponds to a 9% increase. Also it is interesting to note that the largest change in lift 
has occurred at the largest angle of attack (a:= 17°). This would suggest that SJ's are most effective 
in high regions of separation. This is also verified by the successful drag reduction shown in Section 
4.3.2 for the circular cylinder. Figure 4.42 also shows a significant increase in the reduction of Cd as 
the angle of attack is increased to large angles. The same is true for Cd-p as a significant factor of Cd 
is Cd-p• Cm also shows the greatest improvement (less negative values) as a: is increased until a: = 17°. 
Perhaps the most important indicator of airfoil performance, the L/D ratio shows the most significant 
increase at a: = 13.5° and then a decrease in flL/ D as a: is increased. Further the values of Ci are 
simply shifted upward as compared to the baseline airfoil, except for a small deviation in this linear 
shift at a: = 13.5°. 
Therefore in summary the application of SJ's to an airfoil over a range of a: is seen to increase 
C1ma.z and decrease Cd over the entire range but has shown the most aerodynamic improvement in 
performance at a: = 13.5° as characterized by the L/D ratio. SJ's applied to the airfoil show similar 
results as compared to the circular cylinder analyzed in Section 4.2.2. The application SJ's has shown 
to decrease the momentum deficit and thus increase lift due to the decrease in pressure along the top 
surface of the airfoil and also decrease Cd by effectively decreasing Cd-p• Until now all the investigations 
have been on 2D bodies. The following section applies SJ's to a 3D body, a wing, in order to determine 
if these characteristics exhibited by SJ's on 2D bodies with large regions of separation also hold true 
for a 3D flow. 
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4.4 Three Dimensional Flow: TCTW 
This section investigates the baseline flow and the application of AFC for a three dimensional 
aerodynamic body. The aerodynamic body is a wing of a Typical Commercial Transport aircraft might 
employ. The wing is comprised of different supercritical airfoils throughout the span to ensure good 
aerodynamic performance at high subsonic speeds. The flight conditions chosen are those indicative of 
the landing approach conditions for such an aircraft. These conditions are given in Table 4.10 
Table 4.10 Flow conditions for the TCTW 
I Freestream Parameter I Value I 
Mach Number · 0.300 
Reynolds Number x 106 25.0 
Temperature (0 R) 530.0 
The computational grid used in this study is shown in Figure 4.43 A-B. There was no grid indepen-
dence study done for this geometry because the grid distribution for the airfoils contained within this 
wing is similar to that used for the VR-7 airfoil in Section 4.3. 
(A) 
(B) 
Figure 4.43 Computational grid for TCTW 
Therefore the grid dimensions are 257 nodes in the streamwise direction and 89 nodes in the normal 
to the wing surface. The number of spanwise stations on the wing surface is 37 with 12 stations 
extending beyond the wing tip for a total of 49 spanwise stations. Figure 4.43-A shows the surface grid 
on the wing in red and a streamwise cross section of the grid at the root chord of the TCTW. Figure 
4.43-B shows a close-up view of the surface grid. 
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4.4.1 Baseline Flow 
A baseline study similar to that given in Section 4.3.1 for the VR-7 airfoil was first conducted on the 
TCTW to establish a baseline solution. Figure 4.44 shows the aerodynamic coefficients for the TCTW 
for an a range of 2° to 14°. The green diamond in the figure represents a time accurate solution for 
a= 14°. As is illustrated by the figure there is virtually no difference between the steady and unsteady 
solutions. The lift coefficient in Figure 4.44 exhibits similar trends as compared to that for the VR-7 
airfoil as is shown in Figure 4.30. The CL curve shows a linear variation until a CLma.a = 0.595 is 
approached at a = 13° and then non-linearity occurs because of stalling. The values of drag also show 
similar trends as compared to the VR-7 in that as a is increased the value of CD increases as well. 
The pressure drag or CD-p also exhibits a trend similar to the VR-7 in that as a is increased CD-pis 
increased and CI is decreased due to increasing regions of separation. The pitching moment shows a 
steady increase (absolute value) as a is increased, and then becomes constant for an a of 12.5° and 13°, 
and then increases slightly. A parameter unique to a 3D body is the side force coefficient. The variation 
of Cy is unique in that a maximum is reached at a = S0 , and then a steady decrease occurs until 12.5° 
angle of attack. The convention of Cy is positive towards the wing root and negative towards the wing 
tip. 
The non-dimensional u velocity component at the first grid node off the surface of the TCTW is 
shown in Figure 4.45 A-F in order to illustrate the increasing area of separation which directly affects 
the aerodynamic performance as shown in the previous sections. Figure 4.45-A is at an a of S0 which 
there is no visible areas of reverse flow. Figures 4.45 B through Fare at a's of 12°, 12.5°, 13.0°, 13.5°, 
and 14.0° respectively. As the angle of attack is increased the reverse flow regions shown by dark blue 
in the figure increases towards the wing tip. Figure 4.45-F shows reverse flow region over approximately 
20% of the wing area at a = 14°. This accounts for the large increase in drag and decrease in lift given 
in Figure 4.44. 
Figure 4.46 A-F gives the span-wise non-dimensional velocity component or v component for the 
angles of attack in Figure 4.45. The cyan color indicates zero spanwise velocity. For a = S0 shown 
in Figure 4.46-A there is essentially zero v velocity component. As a is increased the v component 
becomes increasingly negative, and moves towards the tip chord of the TCTW. 
In order to determine the size of the 'pocket' of the reverse flow regions Figure 4.47 A-B shows 
cross-sectional cuts for u $ 0 at various span stations along the TCTW for a's of 12.5°, 13°, 13.5°, and 
14°. As is illustrated by Figure 4.47-A there is little reverse flow for a equal to 12.5°, but the size of 
the reverse flow region becomes increasingly larger as a is increased. 
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Thereby accounting for the large increase in CD-pin Figure 4.44. Figure 4.47-D shows the flow for an 
a of 14°. Here the separation region is from a span station (2y /b) of 0.63 to 0.85. Figure 4.48 shows 
a particle trace on the surface of the TCTW with the u velocity component superimposed underneath. 
It is evident from these traces the nature of the recirculating flow. 
In order to better compare the flowfield with the VR-7 the Gp distribution for one span-wise station, 
2y /b=0. 72, has been plotted in Figure 4.49 at a = 14°. From the figure the larger area of separated 
flow is evident from the large region of constant Gp, which covers from x/c = 0.1 to 0.9 approximately. 
Figure 4.48 Particle trace for the TCTW at a= 14° 
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This behavior is similar to that shown in Figure 4.31 for the VR-7 airfoil. 
Figure 4.51 also shows similar behavior to the VR-7 with respect to the boundary layer parameters 
in Figure 4.33. Figure 4.51 gives the boundary layer parameters C~, 8, 8* , and 0 for TCTW at the 
span-wise station 2y /b=0. 72. The local skin friction variation shows that there is separation very near 
the leading edge ((x/c)8 =0.034) of the wing at this location. The value of C~ then stays at a negative 
value until x/c=0.98. This reinforces that the region is experiencing separation and recirculation due 
to the negative values of local skin friction. The boundary layer thickness 6 also shows signs of a large 
separation region because the boundary layer is extremely thick, approaching a value of 800. This is 
approximately 6 times as large as that for the VR-7 at a = 13.5°, and 20 times the boundary layer 
thickness as compared to a flat plate. The displacement thickness also illustrates a significant increase 
as compared to the VR-7. The maximum value attained for the TCTW is approximately 160 while the 
VR-7 only approaches 60 at its maximum (a= 13.5°). Lastly the momentum thickness 0 illustrates a 
unique trend, the momentum thickness is essentially less than zero for the whole section of the TCTW. 
This is due to the reverse flow and the definition of momentum thickness which is given by 
0 = -- 1-- dn 1
00 
p U ( U ) 
O Poo Moo Moo 
The term .....1L leads to the negative values of 0 due to the fact that u is less than zero for the 
Moo 
majority of the boundary layer. The actual boundary layer is shown as the black dashed line in Figure 
4.50 superimposed on constant contours of non-dimensional u velocity for the 2y /b=0. 72 span station. 
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Here the negative values of u are clearly seen. Also note the width of the boundary as compared to the 
VR-7 (Figure 4.32). The whole airfoil section for the TCTW is experiencing separated flow unlike the 
VR-7 which is only experiencing a small region of reverse flow near the trailing edge. 
Therefore the TCTW has illustrated similar trends to the VR-7 airfoil for large angles of attack. 
The similarities are an increasing boundary layer and displacement thicknesses and a decrease of local 
skin friction coefficient. The differences are in the momentum thicknesses which, for the TCTW, is 
negative for the 2y/b=0.72 section but is positive for the VR-7. This is due to the degree of reversed 
flow in the boundary layer region which directly affects the overall momentum deficit. 
4.4.2 TCTW With Synthetic Jets 
A SJ parameter study was performed similar to that for the VR-7 and circular cylinder in Sections 
4.3.2 and 4.2.2 respectively. Since the computation times for a three dimensional body like the TCTW 
can be excessive(~ 12.2 days for the TCTW with M;=0.25, !;=350 Hz, and (Ji = 40°) an abbreviated 
investigation was done on the basis of the VR-7 airfoil. Figures 4.52 through 4.55 show the results of 
this study. 
Figure 4.52 shows the variation of the aerodynamic coefficients as given in Figure 4.44 (Section 
4.4.1) as a function of SJ location ((x/c);). The position of the SJ was referenced to the separation 
point ((x/c) 8 ) located at the spanwise station 2y/b=0.69. This location on the TCTW is the most 
forward upstream point of separation. This can be seen in Figure 4.47-D from the cross sections taken 
of constant u velocity component. Here the span station 2y /b=0.69 shows the most forward point of 
separation. Also from Figure 4.47-D and 4.45-F the variation of (x/c) 8 for each span location is evident. 
Therefore in order to provide a point of reference the SJ location is referenced to the 2y /b=0.69 location. 
The x/cR quantity given in Figure 4.52 is the x distance along the projected chord (due to the twist 
variation of the TCTW) of the airfoil section over the root chord or CR- Since the CR has a value of 
one this is essentially the x distance from the leading edge of the TCTW at 2y /b=0.69. Also from 
an application point of view it would be impractical to have SJ's placed at the exact location for 
every separation located along a wing and then consider that the (x/c) 8 would change at each flight 
condition. Therefore the SJ boundary condition was placed at the spanwise location 0.63 $ 2y/b $ 0.81 
at a constant x / CR distance from the leading edge of all airfoils within this 2y /b boundary. This captures 
the region where separation occurs as is shown in Figure 4.47-D. 
With regards to Figure 4.52 the locations shown on the figure correspond to four jet diameters 
upstream of the separation point and four jet diameters downstream of the separation point. The other 
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SJ parameters are 81 =25°, /j = 350 Hz, and Mj=0.25. The separation point (x/cR)a is 0.0115, and the 
points upstream and downstream of (x/cR)s are 1.631 x 10-4 and 0.0281 respectively. As is illustrated 
in Figure 4.52 as the SJ is moved past the separation point and more into the massively separated 
region it's effectiveness increases. This was similar to the trend shown by the circular cylinder in Figure 
4.21 but is opposite to that which the VR-7 illustrated in Figure 4.35. This would suggest that highly 
separated flows (circular cylinder and TCTW at a = 14°) require the SJ to be located downstream 
of the separation point (x/c) 8 for the best performance, and for a small region of separation (VR-7 
at a = 13.5°)the SJ would give the best results with the SJ located upstream of (x/c) •. Figure 4.52 
shows similar results as compared to the circular cylinder and VR-7 in that as Cv-p is reduced c1 is 
increased. Also as CL is increased and Cv is decreased the pitching moment about the quarter chord 
becomes increasingly more negative. It is interesting to note that the side force coefficient is decreased 
as the CL is increased and Cv is decreased. Lastly, Figure 4.55 shows the lift to drag ratio for the 
variation of (x/cR)i- L/D tends to increase as (x/cR)j moves further downstream owing to the change 
in CL, and Cv. 
Figure 4.53 shows the variation of aerodynamic coefficients for Ji with 81=25°, (x/cR)i = (x/cR)s, 
and Mj=0.25. As is evident from the figure the variation of /j seems to have a slight impact on the 
aerodynamic coefficients. There is a slight increase in CL and decrease in Cv as Ji is increased from 
150 Hz to 350 Hz as is shown in the figure. This trend is similar to that shown by the circular cylinder 
and VR-7 airfoil in Figures 4.23 and 4.36. The difference is the that VR-7 shows the 'best' aerodynamic 
performance at Ji=250 Hz versus 350 Hz for the TCTW and circular cylinder. A unique characteristic 
is shown in Figure 4.53 for CI. The value of CI is shown to decrease in contrast to the variation of 
Ct seen for the circular cylinder and VR-7. This contrast is in that as Cv-p is decreased Ct increases. 
Here Ct first decreases as Cv-p reduces in value and then stays constant. CMy also shows an opposite 
trend in that it's value has increased (become less negative), as compared to Figure 4.52 and the VR-7. 
This increase is small however. Cy shows a similar characteristic as compared to Figure 4.52. As the 
C1 is increased and Cv is decreased, Cy becomes less as compared to the baseline value. Figure 4.55 
shows the variation of L/D with Ji. This would seem to indicate again that Ji has a small influence of 
the effectiveness of SJ's as compared to jet location (x/c);. 
Lastly Figure 4.54 shows the variation of aerodynamic coefficients as a function of 81, (x/cR); = 
(x/cR)s, M;=0.25, and /;=350 Hz. The figure shows that CL is increased slightly, ~ 0.03, as 81 is 
increased. Cv shows the lowest value at 81 = 10° and then a slight increase(~ 0.0011) to a relatively 
constant value of0.0490. This is in contrast to the VR-7 and circular cylinder which showed the greatest 
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increase in L/D and decrease in Cd at 01 = 25° respectively. The trend in Cv-p also exhibits the same 
trend as Cv and again Ct shows a slight increase as Cv-p is increased. CMy and Cy both exhibit 
similar trends as 01 is increased in that they both increase in absolute value. CMy does display a similar 
characteristic as compared to the VR-7 as seen in Figure 4.37. CMy becomes more negative as CL and 
Cv are increased and decreased respectively. Finally Figure 4.55 shows that L/D first increases and 
then decreases to a constant value at 0 = 25°. This is opposite from the VR-7, which shows a definite 
maximum at 0 = 25°. 
Therefore in summary, the TCTW shows the sensitivity with respect to the location of the SJ 
in relation to the separation point (x/c) 8 • The parameter J; seems to have a minimal affect on the 
TCTW, while 01 does have slightly more effect but is still minimal as compared to (x/c);. To have 
a better insight to what the flow is actually doing in a flowfield sense Figures 4.56 through 4.58 show 
the variation of nondimensional u and v velocities at the first grid point off the surface and constant 
u velocity cross sections at selected span-wise locations for the TCTW with x/cn; = x/cn., M;=0.25, 
/;=350 Hz, and 01 = 25° over on SJ cycle. 
Figure 4.56 shows the separation region to be present on the TCTW surface by the areas of negative 
u velocity, but the region has shifted downstream as compared to the baseline flow given in Figure 
4.45-F and 4.48. The absolute magnitude of u velocity has also increased to 1.5. This is illustrated in 
Figures 4.56 C and D. The region of supersonic flow is in the vicinity of the SJ as can be seen as the 
red 'strip' near the leading edge of the TCTW. This is in the suction portion of the cycle as given in 
Figure 4.56-A. Here the suction of the SJ has formed a void in the flowfield allowing the oncoming flow 
to accelerate causing an increase in velocity. The opposite is true for the blowing portion of the cycle 
as is indicated by Figures 4.56 E and F. Here there is a decrease in velocity due to the blowing action 
of the SJ, this causing a restriction, and thus causing the flow to decelerate. 
Figure 4.57 shows the span-wise or v velocity component over one SJ cycle. Here the increase in 
spanwise velocity towards the tip (-v component) as compared to Figure 4.46 for the baseline flow is 
evident. The reduction of the separated flow 'pocket' has allowed the spanwise velocity to increase due 
to the increased regions of higher v velocity. The impact of SJ's are also visible near the leading edge 
of plots in the figures. For example in Figure 4.46-D the impact of the suction of the SJ has allowed 
the oncoming flow to accelerate to cause an increase( +v) in the v component. It is interesting to note 
that the flow shows a slight lag as compared to the SJ cycle shown in Figure 4.46-A. Figure 4.46-D 
corresponds to the zero velocity from the SJ as shown in Figure 4.46-A but indicates that this instant 
in the flowfield corresponds to the peak suction of the cycle given as point C in Figure 4.46-A. Also 
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note the v velocity is positive (towards CR) at the leading edge, because of the oncoming velocity being 
normal to the leading edge. Since the TCTW has a sweep, the velocity vector points towards the root 
chord. Lastly Figure 4.58 shows cross sections of constant u velocity :5 0 for various span stations. It 
is immediately evident from the figure that the separation pocket has decreased in size significantly as 
compared to the baseline flow given in Figure 4.47-D. It is also apparent that the separation area has 
shifted outboard or towards the wing tip. This occurs at 2y/b ~ 0.85 which is directly after the SJ's. 
Therefore this area could certainly be reduced if not eliminated from the TCTW if SJ's were extended 
out further towards the wing tip. With respect to the time variation of the flow there seems to be very 
little fluctuation with time as is shown in the figure. 
In order to better investigate the local properties Figure 4.59 shows the Gp variation with time for 
one SJ cycle for the span-wise station 2y /b=0. 72 given in Figure 4.49 for the baseline flow. The top 
plot in the figure shows the average Gp and limits of Gp over one cycle and the baseline Gp distribution 
for 2y /b=0. 72. Clearly from the figure there has been a significant increase in the peak negative value 
of Gp at the leading edge of the airfoil. The baseline shows a peak negative value of -3.63 while the flow 
with SJ's shows a peak value of -11.24. This is a l~Cpl of 7.61 or a 210% increase in the peak negative 
Gp. Also the overall value of Gp has become more negative along the chord. The Gp has taken a slight 
negative slope unlike the baseline flow which illustrated zero slope indicative of a stalled airfoil section. 
There has been a slight increase in pressure on the bottom surface of the airfoil as indicated in the top 
plot in 4.59 as compared to the baseline flow. Therefore this increased negative trend of Gp gives the 
explanation for the increased CL for the TCTW at these conditions. The bottom plot in Figure 4.59 
shows the time variation of Gp over one SJ cycle. At t=251.25, and t=252.00 there is a sudden decrease 
in Cp at x/c ~ 0.05. This indicates that the flow was accelerating and then suddenly decelerated. The 
opposite is true for t=252.75 (peak blowing of cycle). Here the flow suddenly accelerates as seen by 
the negative increase in Gp after x/c ~ 0.05. This would seem to be intuitive due to the fact that the 
blowing of the SJ would tend to decelerate the flow upstream because the upstream flow would see the 
SJ as a restriction and then downstream flow would accelerate due to the added momentum of the SJ 
into the flow. Moreover the net result is increasing the suction pressure on the airfoil top surface which 
was illustrated for the VR-7 in Figure 4.38, Section 4.3.2. 
Figures 4.60 and 4.61 show the boundary layer parameters and constant u velocity contours for 
2y /b=0. 72 respectively as compared to the baseline flow given in Figures 4.50 and 4.51. A typical 
trend is shown in Figure 4.60 for the local variation of the skin friction. The trend being an increase 
in skin friction due to the increase in local flow velocity as is verified by the increase in negative Gp in 
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Figure 4.59. The value of G~ also shows discontinuities as did the variation of Gp. These discontinuities 
correlate with that for the Gp distribution. For the suction portion (t=250.50 and t=251.25) of the SJ 
cycle there is a sharp increase in G~ following a sudden decrease. This is verified in Figure 4.59 by the 
first sudden increase in negative Gp and then the sudden decrease in negative Gp for the same portion of 
the SJ cycle. The opposite is true for the blowing portion of the cycle. The non-dimensional boundary 
layer thickness 6 shows trends consistent with the variation of Gp and G~. These being an increase 
in 6 as the G~ is decreased (or local velocity) for the suction portion of the cycle, and a reduction on 
6 as G~ is increased. This is exhibited near x/c = 0.1 in Figure 4.60 for 6. Also 6 shows an overall 
dramatic decrease as compared to the baseline thickness shown by the black dotted line. This is similar 
to that for the VR-7 except that the reduction in thickness is much greater as compared to the baseline 
flow. The displacement thickness 6* also shows a dramatic decrease as compared to the the baseline 
flow, as much as 350% reduction near the trailing edge (x/c=l.0). Lastly the momentum thickness() 
shows a complete reversal of sign for the airfoil surface for x/c ~ 0.06. This is due to the decreased 
area of reverse flow as is evident from Figure 4.61. The momentum thickness is also consistent with 
the variation of G~. The local skin friction coefficient variation shows mostly positive values, which is 
opposite to the baseline variation. Therefore the positive values of G~ indicate increased flow in the 
streamwise direction, thus leading to positive values of 8. 
The discontinuities shown in Gp and the boundary layer parameters above are also exhibited in 
Figure 4.61. Here constant lines of non-dimensional u velocity are shown for 2y /b=0. 72 over one cycle. 
The baseline boundary layer is superimposed as the black dotted line in the figure. Again here the 
suction portion of the cycle (t=251.25) shows at first a decrease in the boundary layer and then a sharp 
increase, as seen in Figure 4.61-C. The same is true for the blowing portion of the cycle {t=252.8) shown 
in Figure 4.61-D. Also note how the decrease in the boundary layer transitions downstream after peak 
blowing has occurred. The overall effect being the reduction of the boundary layer size as compared to 
the baseline flow, therefore showing consistency with Figure 4.60 and the VR-7. 
Therefore in summary the TCTW has shown similar behavior to that for the VR-7 in that SJ's 
applied to a separated 3D flow cause an increase in lift and a reduction in drag. This increase in 
aerodynamic performance is a direct consequence of the boundary layer parameters that are altered 
due to the introduction of momentum into the flow by SJ's. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS 
This study has illustrated SJ's can effectively reduce boundary layer separation, which results in 
enhanced aerodynamic performance for a circular cylinder, a 2D airfoil, and 3D wing. The circular 
cylinder, VR-7 airfoil, and TCTW all exhibited large regions of boundary layer separation. With the 
introduction of SJ's on the surface of these bodies dramatic improvements in the aerodynamic perfor-
mance have occurred. Aerodynamic performance being measured by the quantities C1(CL), Cd(CD), 
and L/D. In the case of the flat plate this study has shown introducing SJ's onto an aerodynamic surface 
where no boundary layer separation occurs results in little to no change in the aerodynamics. 
From a fundamental level the investigation of the flow over the flat plate with the introduction of 
SJ's ((x/c)j=0.25, Mj=0.18, Ji=150 Hz, and 01 =25°) has illustrated an increase in the boundary layer 
thickness parameters downstream of the SJ, albeit a small increase. The thickness parameters o, o*, and 
0 have shown an increase in the immediate vicinity of the SJ as illustrated by Figure 4.11. Downstream 
of the SJ these parameters show an increase of 3.4%, 2.5%, and 2.5% for o, o•, and 0 respectively. The 
local skin friction coefficient C~ displays an opposite trend, it increases immediately in the vicinity of the 
SJ, but then shows an overall reduction downstream of the SJ. This leads to the reduction in Ci for the 
plate. The values of u+ also shows an increase in the immediate vicinity of the SJ, but are not affected 
upstream or downstream of the SJ as shown in Figure 4.9. The significance of these small changes in 
these boundary layer parameters is in the operation of SJ actuators at off design conditions. Off design 
conditions meaning SJ's for boundary layer control are meant to be implemented where boundary layer 
separation becomes predominant, not when there is a lack of separation occurring in the boundary 
layer. For example an aircraft at high angle of attack could activate SJ's on it's wings over a broad 
area. Because the entire wing may not be subjected to separated flow at any given flow condition some 
of the SJ actuators may be operating in flow regions which are similar to that of the flat plate, e.g. no 
boundary layer separation. Therefore from the investigation of the flat plate it can be concluded that 
the boundary layer in these regions would be impacted slightly and that the aerodynamic performance 
will not be significantly degraded. 
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In a similar fashion to the flat plate the circular cylinder can also be related to a component of an 
aircraft. Such a component might be a fuselage. The implementation of SJ's on the circular cylinder has 
shown a drag reduction for certain combinations of SJ parameters. For the SJ parameters 8j=l04.83°, 
Mi=0.207, fi=350 Hz, and 81 =25° a 13.6% reduction in the total drag coefficient has been obtained 
as compared to the baseline value. The total drag coefficient consists of two components for the case 
of the cylinder, Cd-p and CI. The component attributed to the reduction in Cd is the pressure drag. 
A decrease of 14.1% has occurred in Cd-p which has resulted in an increase in Ci of 12.2%. Since the 
major component of Cd is Cd-p (98.1% of the total drag is attributed to Cd-p) the resultant increase 
in Ci has little impact on Cd. This reduction in Cd-pis a result of the net momentum increase caused 
by the introduction of the SJ into the boundary layer. This momentum increase is verified by the 
decrease in the slope of the u+ -y+ profiles as compared to the baseline values shown in Figure 4.28. 
This decrease in slope signifies that the flow has stabilized near the vicinity of the SJ. Also the pressure 
coefficient has shown an increase (more negative) as shown in Figure 4.27, which indicates an increase 
in the local surface velocities, and thus momentum. Lastly the separation point has shifted downstream 
as compared to the baseline value. This is illustrated by where the local skin friction first goes to zero 
as shown in Figure 4.26. Thus there has been a net momentum increase which has resulted in the delay 
of separation. This is in contrast to the flat plate which illustrated a momentum decrement through 
the momentum thickness 8. Moreover with the investigation of a circular cylinder (bluff body) it can 
be inferred that SJ's could be used effectively to reduce drag in similar shapes which are incorporated 
into aircraft, e.g. a fuselage. This reduction in drag translates to an increase in aerodynamic efficiency 
for the aircraft. 
Similar to the circular cylinder, a 2D airfoil is also representative of an aircraft component, a wing. 
The airfoil can be thought of as a simple model of a wing, with the exception of the span-wise variations 
of the flow. Therefore an airfoil, in this study the VR-7, can illustrate the basic trends a 3D wing would 
experience with and without SJ's. Also an airfoil is an important geometric configuration in that it has 
a pressure gradient associated with the surrounding flow similar to the circular cylinder. The difference 
between the airfoil and cylinder is that the cylinder has a thickness ratio of 100%, while the airfoil has 
a thickness ratio of 12%. Also the VR-7 is geometrically similar to the flat plate except for the region 
of high curvature near the leading edge. Since the airfoil exhibits flow separation at high angles of 
attack this study has shown, like the cylinder, SJ's can be used to decrease Cd-p· For the SJ conditions 
(x/c)j=0.544, Mj=0.25, /j=250 Hz, and 81=25° the VR-7 has shown a 39.1% decrease in Cd-p, and 
25% increase in c,. This leads to an overall decrease in Cd of 29.4%. The reduction in Cd-p, and 
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increase in CI coincides with the results of the circular cylinder discussed above. In addition to the 
decrease in Cd, the VR-7 also exhibited a 9% increase in C,. This leads to an increase in L/D of 54.4% 
as compared to the baseline value. These improvements in the aerodynamic performance are a direct 
result of the dramatic changes seen in the boundary layer as shown in Figure 4.39. Like the circular 
cylinder with the introduction of SJ's into the flow a net momentum increase has resulted for the VR-7. 
This increase in momentum is shown by the momentum thickness in Figure 4.39. The momentum 
deficit has decreased as is shown in the figure, and so has 6 and 6*. In a similar manner to the circular 
cylinder C~ has increased. Thus a small penalty is incurred because of the increase in momentum, but 
the net effect (54.4% increase in L/D) far surpasses the small increase in C~, and thus c,. 
With the investigation of the VR-7 airfoil a basic understanding of the effects SJ's have on the 
aerodynamic performance and boundary layer has been established for a simple representation of a 3D 
wing. Moreover with the analysis of the TCTW this study has shown similar trends for a 3D wing when 
SJ's are applied to the wing in regions of boundary layer separation. The TCTW has shown ((x/cn); 
=0.0115, M;=0.25, !;=350 Hz, 01 =25°, and 01 =90°) a 9.8% decrease in Cv, a 10.1% decrease in Cv-p, 
and no change inc,. Also a net increase in lift of 6.4% is observed and leads to a 17.1 % increase in L/D. 
These changes are again attributed to the increase in momentum, and decrease in the boundary layer 
thicknesses as shown in Figure 4.60. Therefore with the exception of the span-wise variations similarity 
has been established between the VR-7 and TCTW. The change in L/D for the VR-7 is 54.4%, while 
the change in L/D for the TCTW is 17.1%. This is approximately a third of the change for the VR-7. 
Even though the change in L/D is not as large as that for the VR-7 it still has a significant impact when 
viewed from an aircraft performance perspective. Two examples of performance parameters are range 
and endurance. Range, R, is the total distance traveled by an aircraft on one tank of fuel. Endurance, 
E, is the total time an aircraft stays in the air on one tank of fuel. These are expressed mathematically 
as, Anderson [55): 
8 
1/2 
R = 2 _!_CL (w,;12 - w/12) 
p Ct Cv 
Here S is the planform area, Ct is the thrust-specific fuel consumption, and W is the weight of the 
aircraft where the subscripts o and J denote the weight of the plane with and without fuel respectively. 
The resulting increase in CL, and decrease in Cv for the TCTW give rise to 14.3% increase in Rand 
a 17. 1 % increase in E. These are significant gains when considering the large distances and long travel 
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times associated with jet aircraft. 
The benefits of SJ's on the separated boundary layers of the configurations discussed above all 
depend on the performance parameters of the SJ actuators. The effects of the SJ parameters ( x / c) i, !; , 
and 01 on ACd, and AL/Dare shown in Figure 5.1. ACd and AL/Dare the change in drag and lift to 
drag ratio as compared to the baseline solutions given in Chapter 4. The first row of figures gives ACd 
and AL/Das a function of the distance the SJ boundary condition is located away from the separation 
point, or (x/c) 8 - (x/c);. Here x/c for the cylinder has been taken as the distance measured along the 
circumference and normalized by the diameter, or s / D, where s is the distance along the circumference 
and Dis the cylinder diameter. The quantity (x/c) 8 - (x/c); for the TCTW is referenced to the span 
station 2y/b = 0.69. As the location ((x/c);) for the SJ moves downstream of the separation point 
for the cylinder and TCTW there is a net increase in ACd, and then the quantity tends towards a 
constant value. The VR-7 shows an opposite effect, as (x/c); is moved further downstream of (x/c) 8 
the reduction in drag has become less. Similar behavior is shown in the variation of AL/ D for the VR-7. 
The TCTW shows a steady increase and then the slope begins to decrease. Also note the difference in 
magnitudes of AL/ D for the VR-7 and TCTW. The AL/ D ratios are an order of a magnitude larger 
than that for the VR-7 as compared to the TCTW. The second row of plots in Figure 5.1 show the 
A values as a function of J;. Here both the circular cylinder and TCTW show an increase in ACd, 
and then a leveling trend at J; = 350 Hz. The VR-7 displays a peak value at J; = 250 Hz, and then 
a decrease. The AL/ D quantity shows similar characteristics as compared to ACd for the VR-7 and 
TCTW. The effect of frequency on the quantities in the figure is the most sensitive in the case of the 
circular cylinder, while the VR-7 and TCTW show that frequency does not impact the performance 
of the SJ as significantly. Also Figure 5.1 illustrates frequencies for these high Reynolds number flows 
should be at 250 Hz or above, as the effectiveness of the SJ is less for all three geometries at 250 Hz or 
lower. 
Lastly the third row of plots in Figure 5.1 shows the effect of the streamwise angle 01 on ACd, and 
AL/ D. The figure shows that for angles greater than 40° ACd significantly decreases for the cylinder 
and VR-7, and AL/ D for the VR-7. Both these geometries exhibit peak A values at 01 = 25°. The 
TCTW exhibits the maximum A values at 01 = 10° and shows a relatively constant value of ACd for 
01 ~ 40°. The opposite is true for AL/ D. Here AL/ D decreases in value after 01 = 10°. 
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With the large variation of trends exhibited by Figure 5.1 for the SJ performance parameters: (x/c);, f;, 
and 81 the optimal or 'best' parameters seem to be dependent on the flow conditions and/or geometric 
configuration. Therefore for each application of SJ's to a given geometry and flow condition the SJ 
parameters should be investigated to determine the combination which give the desired aerodynamic 
performance. 
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CHAPTER 6 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Further investigation should be done on SJ's in the form of experiments. This is especially important 
for the three dimensional bodies like the TCTW, and bluff bodies like the circular cylinder. From both 
a computational and experimental standpoint the effect of Mi, and 02 should be investigated on three 
dimensional bodies like the TCTW. Also a numerical algorithm coupled with a CFD program that 
would be able to provide an optimal combination of SJ parameters for a given flow would be a great 
improvement to the efficiency of determining the optimal parameters. In addition to such an algorithm 
any improvements in the efficiency of CFD programs to provide solutions with the shortest computation 
times would also be a benefit. This is especially true for large three dimensional flows such as the TCTW. 
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APPENDIX A CIRCULAR CYLINDER DATA 
I a (d~g) I c1 Cd 
0.0 0.000 0.3791 
0.0 0.000 0.3790 
0.0 0.000 0.3623 
0.0 0.000 0.3505 
0.0 0.000 0.3275 
0.0 -0.031 0.3276 
0.0 -0.027 0.3447 
0.0 0.000 0.3623 
0.0 0.000 0.3505 
0.0 0.000 0.3277 
0.0 0.000 0.3269 
0.0 0.000 0.3550 
0.0 0.000 0.3307 
0.0 0.000 0.3303 
0.0 0.000 0.3466 
0.0 0.000 0.4349 
0.0 0.000 0.4960 
0.0 0.000 0.5373 
0.0 -0.001 0.5232 
0.0 0.000 0.5520 
Table A.1 Cylinder data: M00 = 0.2475, T00 = 519°R, and Re= 5.019 x 106 
Cd-p I Ci I Cm I C 11 I 8; (deg) I M; I t; (Hz) I 81 (deg) I 82 (deg) I log10(res) I CFL No. I dt 
0.3718 0.00737 - - - - - - - -7.79 5 -
0.3717 0.00737 - - - - - - - -6.76 2 0.01 
0.3545 0.00774 - - 102.28 0.2065 350 25 - -5.74 5 0.20 
0.3426 0.00791 - - 103.65 0.2065 350 25 - -5.81 5 0.20 
0.3193 0.00825 - - 104.83 0.2065 350 25 - -5.67 5 0.20 
0.3194 0.00822 - - 106.04 0.2065 350 25 - -5.78 5 0.20 
0.3367 0.00802 - - 103.65 0.2475 350 25 - -5.76 5 0.20 
0.3545 0.00774 - - 104.83 0.2065 150 25 - -5.66 5 0.50 
0.3426 0.00791 - - 104.83 0.2065 250 25 - -5.68 5 0.30 
0.3195 0.00823 - - 104.83 0.2065 450 25 - -5.69 5 0.15 
0.3187 0.00822 - - 104.83 0.2065 550 25 - -5.71 5 0.12 
0.3473 0.00776 - - 104.83 0.2065 350 10 - -6.08 5 0.20 
0.3225 0.00819 - - 104.83 0.2065 350 20 - -5.77 5 0.20 
0.3221 0.00820 - - 104.83 0.2065 350 30 - -5.59 5 0.20 
0.3387 0.00792 - - 104.83 0.2065 350 40 - -5.48 5 0.20 
0.4283 0.00666 - - 104.83 0.2065 350 50 - -5.38 5 0.20 
0.4899 0.00612 - - 104.83 0.2065 350 60 - -5.28 5 0.20 
0.5316 0.00572 - - 104.83 0.2065 350 70 - -5.21 5 0.20 
0.5178 0.00542 - - 104.83 0.2065 350 80 - -5.19 5 0.20 
0.5466 0.00531 - - 104.83 0.2065 350 90 - -5.18 5 0.20 
.... 
t..:I 
t..:I 
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APPENDIX B VR-7 AIRFOIL DATA 
I o: (deg) I C, Cd 
0.0 0.299 0.0125 
2.0 0.523 0.0131 
4.0 0.744 0.0144 
8.0 1.163 0.0191 
10.0 1.348 0.0228 
12.0 1.497 0.0295 
13.0 1.539 0.0355 
13.5 1.543 0.0398 
14.0 1.536 0.0450 
14.0 1.534 0.0452 
15.0 1.497 0.0587 
16.0 1.448 0.0756 
17.0 1.391 0.0967 
Table B.l VR-7baselinedata: M00 = 0.30, T00 = 519°R, and Re= 2.140x106 
Cd-p I c, I~ Cm I Cy I (~); I Mi I /j (Hz) 101 (deg) j 02 (deg) j log10(res) I CFL No. I dt 
0.0044 0.00805 -0.0453 - - - - - - -7.41 5 -
0.0050 0.00807 -0.0445 - - - - - - -7.42 5 -
0.0064 0.00805 -0.0432 - - - - - - -7.50 5 -
0.0115 0.00762 -0.0383 - - - - - - -7.49 5 -
0.0156 0.00715 -0.0336 - - - - - - -7.39 5 -
0.0230 0.00656 -0.0289 - - - - - - -7.43 5 -
0.0294 0.00620 -0.0273 - - - - - - -7.42 5 -
0.0338 0.00601 -0.0267 - - - - - - -7.42 5 -
0.0392 0.00580 -0.0263 - - - - - - -6.65 5 0.05 
0.0394 0.00582 -0.0263 - - - - - - -7.42 5 -
0.0533 0.00544 -0.0276 - - - - - - -7.42 5 -
0.0705 0.00508 -0.0320 - - - - - - -7.42 10 -
0.0920 0.00471 -0.0401 - - - - - - -7.41 10 -
..... 
t,..:, 
~ 
I a~ (deg) I C1 Cd 
13.5 1.682 0.0281 
13.5 1.694 0.0291 
13.5 1.688 0.0298 
13.5 1.696 0.0307 
13.5 1.673 0.0294 
13.5 1.675 0.0264 
13.5 1.683 0.0290 
13.5 1.683 0.0293 
13.5 1.623 0.0310 
13.5 1.674 0.0284 
13.5 1.681 0.0283 
13.5 1.662 0.0300 
13.5 1.642 0.0334 
13.5 1.622 0.0376 
13.5 1.593 0.0426 
13.5 1.548 0.0485 
13.5 1.505 0.0554 
12.0 1.577 0.0257 
13.0 1.645 0.0263 
14.0 1.683 0.0289 
15.0 1.670 0.0383 
16.0 1.638 0.0518 
17.0 1.573 0.0763 
Table B.2 VR-7 AFC data: M00 = 0.30, T00 = 519°R, and Re= 2.140 x 106 
Cd-p I Ci I Cm I C 11 I (~)i I M; I /; (Hz) j 01 (deg) I 02 (deg) j log10(res) I CFL No. I dt 
0.0206 0.00752 -0.0222 - 0.544 0.25 350 25 - -4.84 5 0.20 
0.0218 0.00736 -0.0234 - 0.588 0.25 350 25 - -4.83 5 0.20 
0.0228 0.00698 -0.0236 - 0.609 0.25 350 25 - -4.85 5 0.20 
0.0238 0.00696 -0.0245 - 0.652 0.25 350 25 - -4.88 5 0.20 
0.0219 0.00747 -0.0232 - 0.544 0.25 150 25 - -4.99 5 0.50 
0.0190 0.00735 -0.0207 - 0.544 0.25 250 25 - -4.88 5 0.30 
0.0215 0.00752 -0.0238 - 0.544 0.25 450 25 - -4.91 5 0.15 
0.0217 0.00758 -0.0236 - 0.544 0.25 550 25 - -4.94 5 0.12 
0.0244 0.00666 -0.0234 - 0.544 0.25 350 10 - -5.27 5 0.20 
0.0212 0.00725 -0.0226 - 0.544 0.25 350 20 - -4.92 5 0.20 
0.0206 0.00777 -0.0217 - 0.544 0.25 350 30 - -4.78 5 0.20 
0.0218 0.00819 -0.0204 - 0.544 0.25 350 40 - -4.70 5 0.20 
0.0249 0.00841 -0.0221 - 0.544 0.25 350 50 - -4.64 5 0.20 
0.0293 0.00837 -0.0268 - 0.544 0.25 350 60 - -4.61 5 0.20 
0.0345 0.00810 -0.0334 - 0.544 0.25 350 70 - -4.61 5 0.20 
0.0408 0.00764 -0.0407 - 0.544 0.25 350 80 - -4.62 5 0.20 
0.0484 0.00700 -0.0499 - 0.544 0.25 350 90 - -4.63 5 0.20 
0.0183 0.00747 -0.0309 - 0.544 0.25 250 25 - -5.02 5 0.30 
0.0192 0.00719 -0.0245 - 0.544 0.25 250 25 - -4.92 5 0.30 
0.0222 0.00672 -0.0185 - 0.544 0.25 250 25 - -4.88 5 0.30 
0.0322 0.00611 -0.0177 - 0.544 0.25 250 25 - -4.94 5 0.30 
0.0460 0.00576 -0.0189 - 0.544 0.25 250 25 - -4.96 5 0.30 
0.0710 0.00533 -0.0328 - 0.544 0.25 250 25 - -5.12 5 0.30 
..... 
t..:i 
CJ< 
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APPENDIX C TCTW DATA 
Table C.1 TCTW data: M00 = 0.30, T00 = 530°R, and Re= 25.0 x 106 
o: (deg) CL Cv Cv-p C1 CM Cy (c:); Mi /j (Hz) (Ji (deg) 02 (deg) 
2.0 0.183 0.0067 0.0035 0.00315 -0.0981 0.0246 - - - -
4.0 0.265 0.0096 0.0065 0.00313 -0.1392 0.0329 - - - - -
6.0 0.346 0.0137 0.0106 0.00309 -0.1800 0.0377 - - - - -
8.0 0.426 0.0188 0.0158 0.00303 -0.2202 0.0392 - - - - -
10.0 0.504 0.0250 0.0220 0.00294 -0.2588 0.0373 - - - - -
11.0 0.540 0.0284 0.0256 0.00287 -0.2763 0.0351 - - - - -
12.0 0.573 0.0324 0.0297 0.00274 -0.2901 0.0320 - - - - -
12.5 0.586 0.0348 0.0322 0.00265 -0.2934 0.0301 - - - - -
13.0 0.595 0.0386 0.0355 0.00255 -0.2935 0.0284 - - - - -
13.5 0.578 0.0466 0.0440 0.00252 -0.2744 0.0292 - - - - -
14.0 0.566 0.0541 0.0517 0.00242 -0.2632 0.0302 - - - - -
14.0 0.564 0.0546 0.0522 0.00241 -0.2607 0.0304 - - - - -
14.0 0.591 0.0600 0.0577 0.00231 -0.2758 0.0342 0.0002 0.25 350 25 90 
14.0 0.602 0.0488 0.0465 0.00235 -0.2852 0.0273 0.0115 0.25 350 25 90 
14.0 0.604 0.0461 0.0438 0.00235 -0.2873 0.0255 0.0282 0.25 350 25 90 
14.0 0.607 0.0498 0.0474 0.00242 -0.2898 0.0281 0.0115 0.25 150 25 90 
14.0 0.603 0.0488 0.0465 0.00235 -0.2858 0.0273 0.0115 0.25 550 25 90 
14.0 0.600 0.0478 0.0455 0.00235 -0.2839 0.0266 0.0115 0.25 350 10 90 
14.0 0.604 0.0491 0.0467 0.00240 -0.2866 0.0275 0.0115 0.25 350 40 90 
log1o(res) CFL No. 
-8.32 5 
-8.31 5 
-8.32 5 
-8.31 5 
-8.32 5 
-8.32 5 
-8.29 5 
-8.30 5 
-8.30 5 
-8.30 5 
-8.28 5 
-7.63 2 
-7.50 5 
-7.86 5 
-7.95 5 
-7.29 1 
-7.82 5 
-8.07 1 
-7.44 1 
dt 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.01 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.025 
0.15 
0.25 
0.025 
.... 
t,.:) 
-J 
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